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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Microprogramming is specified as a topic of study in both the ACM Curriculum for the U.S. in computer science [11] and the IEEE Curriculum for undergraduate computer engineering [22]. Generally, it is included as part of a course in computer architecture at the undergraduate and graduate level.

Among the texts commonly used in computer architecture are four that present the topic of microprogramming in a similar manner [13,4,5,6]. Each presents a hypothetical microarchitecture and a microprogrammer written in a high level microprogramming language that is capable of implementing all or some part of an instruction set. From discussion with faculty members at Rochester Institute of Technology who are involved in teaching computer architecture at the undergraduate and graduate level, it was suggested that a microprogramming simulation system might be a useful addition to the teaching of microprogramming principles. Such systems are in fact in use at a few universities in the United States and Canada [7,9,19]. Each of these systems presents a hypothetical microarchitecture, a high level microprogramming language, and a microassembler. A typical assignment for the student is to implement a small instruction set or to add some new instructions to the instruction set that the professor has already provided. This task is accomplished through the use of some interactive debugging tool. While apparently useful and well received, these systems are inflexible in that both their microarchitecture and the syntax and semantics of their high level microprogramming language are fixed. This inflexibility could limit a professor's ability to tailor the elements of the hypothetical microarchitecture to the needs of a particular group of students. In addition, it is desirable to have a simulator available that matches the microarchitecture described in the textbook that is being used in the course. A fixed system disallows this.

With the above discussion in mind, AMISS (A Microprogramming Simulation System) was developed. In the development of AMISS, key attributes for a useful educational
microprogramming language were identified. These are:

1. That the system be flexible in its ability to allow the design of the microarchitecture and the microprogramming language, and that these two parts easily combine into a complete simulated system.

2. That the system be flexible in allowing the professor to present to the students a completely designed architecture and instruction set interpreter, just architecture specifications and a instruction set, or anything in between.

3. That one user interface to the executing simulator be from a debugger that is powerful enough to trace and affect execution but not overwhelming in its command repertoire.

Kernighan feels that many large programming projects can best be approached as language development tasks. Among the program development tools available under the UNIX operating system is YACC [10]. YACC is a parser generator that accepts a LALR(1) grammar and produces a program that is capable of recognizing the context of words and acting accordingly. Since AMISS required a good deal of language development, YACC was used as the tool upon which it is based. Further, since YACC is itself a C language program and requires C programs to work, AMISS is written in C.

A primary goal in developing AMISS was to identify those details common to the description of microarchitectures and to combine those details into a Hardware Description Language (HDL). Rather than developing a new programming language, AMISS’s HDL is based on the C programming language and an HDL program is translated into a C program. An AMISS HDL program is divided into two parts. In the first part the specifications of the elements of the architecture and of the control memory format are identified. In the second part, the course of events within the processor governed by the contents of a control memory word are described.

Another goal of AMISS was to provide the
means whereby a designer could build a microassembler to work in tandem with the microprogrammable simulator. While YACC is extremely useful for writing assemblers, it requires some effort to learn. AMISS assists the designer in writing a microassembler by providing an interface to a YACC based general microassembler. That interface is named MPL. If MPL is given an HDL program and a listing of the statements of the micro-language and the actions to be taken when the statements are recognized, it produces a microassembler whose output can be used by the hardware simulator.

Since AMISS is intended to be used as an educational tool, microarchitectures described in textbooks serve as test cases.

The remainder of this document contains a detailed discussion of AMISS. Chapter 2 describes the elements of the system and what function each element performs. Chapter 3 contains a formal description of the syntax of the HDL with examples of HDL statements. Chapter 4 contains a formal description of the syntax of the YACC interface MPL and examples of MPL statements. Chapter 5 presents two complete test cases derived from a textbook example and an example from the literature. One of these uses a vertical control word format (C73) and the other a horizontal format (C31). Appendix 1 contains a list of HDL and MPL reserved words. Appendix 2 contains the syntax description based on the Backus-Naur Form (BNF). Appendix 3 contains a complete, step-by-step example of a system designed and simulated using AMISS. The system is based on one described by Tannenbaum (C31). Appendix 4 contains a description of the commands available in the debugger interface. Appendix 5 contains suggestions for using the various parts of AMISS effectively. Appendix 6 contains a guide for running AMISS. Appendix 7 contains an explanation of AMISS error reporting statements.
CHAPTER 2: SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The AMISS system consists of two broad sections that may be considered as distinct from one another. These are the HARDWARE section and the MICROASSEMBLER section. The HARDWARE section provides the user with the capability of defining a microarchitecture and producing from the definition a program which simulates the microarchitecture. The MICROASSEMBLER section provides the user with the capability of defining a microprogramming language and producing from the definition a microassembler that is able to assemble a program written in the microprogramming language into a simulated control memory. Although it is possible to use each section separately, the two sections are designed to work with each other and together to provide an effective system for microprogrammable processor simulation. Figure 2.1 is a diagram of the AMISS system.

```
  HARDWARE       MICROPROCESSOR
   |              |
   |              |
   +-------------+
  HARDWARE      MICROASSEMBLER
  SIMULATOR
```

FIGURE 2.1. General diagram of AMISS system.

The design of AMISS relies heavily on the UNIX utility program YACC [12]. YACC is a parser generator that accepts an LALR(1) grammar and produces a program that is capable of recognizing the context of words and acting accordingly. AMISS is designed to accept user input and to produce from the input one executable program that can simulate hardware and another that can assemble microcode. To do this, AMISS builds files containing C language programs and compiles the programs. All the programs that make up AMISS are written in C. In this chapter, the HARDWARE and MICROPROGRAMMING sections will be considered separately. The hardware simulator produced by the HARDWARE section has options available to it for execution. One of these options is a debugging option. The final part of this chapter
discusses the debugger.

3.1 THE HARDWARE SECTION

Figure 2.2 is a diagram of the hardware section. PRUM is a program that is able to accept a hardware description of a microprogrammable processor. PRUM is produced by the compilation of a number of system files. Among these is a YACC-based file that is the parser for the hardware description file. The hardware description file contains a program that is supplied by the user and written in a hardware description language. The program is divided into two sections. The first section is the Specifications Section in which the elements of the processor, the control word format(s), the memory, any initializations, and any variables and user defined files are defined. The second section is the Register Transfers Section. This section contains a program written in HDL, a language that is a subset of the C programming language. This program is a description of the register transfers that occur in the processor dependent upon the contents of the fields of a word in simulated control memory. The syntax of the hardware description language is contained in Appendix 2.
A key to the functioning of the simulator is the use of flow of control statements with the AMISS keyword SUBCYCLES. The REGISTER TRANSFERS program must break up a single hardware cycle into one or more subcycles. It also must provide the code to perform register transfers depending on the value of the fields of a control memory word pointed to by the value of a microprogram counter that is designated by the AMISS keyword MPC. It must assemble the register transfers that are valid in a particular subcycle into a group and ensure that they are executed only when they are supposed to be. This can be accomplished by enclosing the register transfers for one subcycle inside an IF (SUBCYCLE EQ x) statement. Also, the REGISTER TRANSFERS program must provide for obtaining another control word by changing the value of the MPC. Finally, if more than one control word format is used, the REGISTER TRANSFERS section must refer to each format by the keyword Opcode and group the register transfers under a statement that will allow them to occur only if the control word in question is of the appropriate format.
When RRUN is invoked with no options,

**RRUN file**

It takes the user hardware description and produces a number of system files. The content of some of these files is invariable, while others are dependent upon the hardware description file. These files are automatically compiled using the UNIX make facility into the executable hardware simulator, CPU. Then they are placed in a directory named RRDIR. It is up to the user to remove them. RRUN has one option, -h.

**RRUN - h file**

This option is used if it is necessary to resubmit a hardware description to RRUN that varies from the last submitted hardware description only in the register transfer section (i.e. not in the specifications section). The purpose of the -h option is to save the time of doing a complete recompilation. Thus, if one anticipates using the -h option, the files in RRDIR should be saved.

The executable simulator is named CPU. To perform a simulation, CPU requires 2 files: cmemory and memory. Cmemory is a file of decimal integers separated by white space representing control memory. Control memory is interpreted by CPU to be a microprogram that is able to implement the machine code representation of a program written in some assembly language. CPU interprets the contents of the file memory to be the hex representation of an assembly language program. Each integer in memory represents the contents of one main memory address. If present, CPU uses a third file named instrfile. CPU expects instrfile to contain a condensed form of a high level language microprogram. The two files memory and cmemory must be provided by the user. File memory must be created using an editor. File cmemory may be created using an editor or it may be written by the MICROPROGRAMMING section of AMISS. File instrfile must be provided by the the MICROPROGRAMMING section of AMISS. CPU has these options:

```sh
$CPU run the simulator, stop when processor decodes a macro halt
```
instruction; report that processor halted.

CPU — run the simulator, providing a heading containing the contents of each control word, and a count of the number of control instructions executed; report that processor halted.

CPU — enter a debugging program that provides runs the CPU simulation according to commands issued by the user at a terminal.

2.2 THE MICROPROGRAMMING SECTION

Figure 2.3 is a diagram of the Microprogramming section.

```
MPLRUN ----> LANGUAGE HARDWARE SPECS SPECS
|     |              |
|     |              |
V     |              |
instrfile ----> MICROASM ----> MICROPROGRAM | memory asmlist
|     |              |
|     |              |
V     |              |
```

Figure 2.3. Diagram of the microprogramming section. Executable files marked *.

Referring to Figure 2.3, MPLRUN is an executable file. One of the files from which MPLRUN is derived is a YACC based program that allows MPLRUN to accept two input files. One of the files is an HDL hardware description file (HARDWARE SPECS in Figure 2.3). The other is a file containing a description of the grammar rules and the actions to be carried out when one of the grammar rules is recognized (LANGUAGE SPECS in Figure 2.3). MPLRUN uses the two input files to produce a number of system files. One of these files
is a YACC based assembler that incorporates the user language specifications into a generalized assembler. When this file is compiled with the rest of the system files, a microassembler is produced (MICRAS in Figure 2.3). The system files are placed in a directory named MWDIR. It is up to the user to remove them. The microassembler is able to parse a microprogram. If the microprogram obeys the syntax rules of the language as specified by the LANGUAGE SPECs and the the rules of the generalized assembler, three files are produced. The first is cmemory, a file containing a simulated control memory that has been assembled according to the actions specified in LANGUAGE SPECs. The second is instrfile, a file that contains a form of the microprogram that can be used by the debugger portion of CPU for reporting instructions. The third file is of greatest interest to the user. This is the file asmlist. It is a microassembler listing file containing the compiled control memory word assembled for each instruction in the microprogram along with the mnemonic form of the microprogram.

If language specifications reside in a file called LANGUAGE and HARDWARE is an ADL hardware specification, MPLRUN is executed by:

```
*MPLRUN LANGUAGE HARDWARE
```

MPLRUN assumes that the program HARDWARE is syntactically correct (i.e., has already been accepted by RUN). If LANGUAGE is syntactically correct, MPLRUN will automatically produce an executable program called MICRAS which is the microassembler. If LANGUAGE contains a syntax error, MPLRUN will report the line number on which the error occurred and the token which caused the error. If MCDOE is a microprogram, it is assembled by:

```
*MICRAS MCDOE
```

If MCDOE meets the rules of the micro-language, files asmlist cmemory and instrfile are produced.

2.3 The CPU DEBUGGER

As discussed in section 2.1, the
hardware simulator CPU may be invoked with a debugger option:

    CPU -d

This option affords the ability to exert control over a hardware simulation. The debugger consists of a small command language whose statements are input interactively from a terminal.

The debugger operates at two distinct states. From the standpoint of hardware simulation, state 1 is a non-executing state. From state one, any command that is part of the language may be input. The user is prompted from state one by:

    ENTER1:

signaling that the debugger is waiting for user input. A command is entered followed by a carriage return. If the command is valid, it is executed by the debugger and another ENTER1 prompt is issued. All commands of the debugger are valid from state one.

State 2 is of the debugger entered by issuing the command that causes the hardware simulation to begin: run. In state 2, a subset of the entire command language is available. The hardware simulation will proceed and information concerning the state of the simulation will be presented on the terminal screen. The nature of this information will depend upon the command that caused the simulation to initiate. At points in state 2 that correspond to the beginning of processor SUBCYCLES, the user will be prompted by:

    ENTER2:

Here, the debugger requires that a user command be input before the simulation can continue. After the number of hardware cycles that have been specified by the state 1 command have been executed, the debugger returns to state one. Here, the entire process starts over.

The manual for the debugger command language is in Appendix A.
CHAPTER 3: THE SYNTAX OF HDL

The user program that is submitted to the compiler is written in a hardware description language called HDL. A compiler translates the HDL program into a number of C programs that are submitted to the C compiler to produce an executable hardware simulator named CPU. The syntax rules of a HDL program are in Appendix 2. In this chapter, the rules will be considered in detail.

An HDL program consists of begin tokens followed by a hardware specification followed by end tokens.

program ::= list

list ::= list define_Cfunct define_formats define_parts define_memory define_inits define_rts

An HDL program may be divided into two parts, the SPECIFICATIONS part and the REGISTER TRANSFER part. In the rule "list" above, the SPECIFICATIONS part is made up of define_Cfunct, define_formats, define_parts, define_memory, and define_inits. The REGISTER TRANSFER part is made up of the define_rts. Since HDL is a subset of C, the syntax of the constructs of the REGISTER TRANSFER part is identical to C, except that HDL accepts only uppercase letters. In the discussion of the syntax of HDL, the two parts will be considered separately.

3.1 SPECIFICATIONS

3.11 CFUNCTIONS SPECIFICATIONS

The CFUNCTIONS specifications is optional and any of the four statements that make it up are optional. The statements that are used must be listed in the order MAKEFILES INCLUDES VARS. Each of the four statements begin with "<" followed by one of the keywords MAKEFILES INCLUDES and VARS. Each statement is terminated by ">". No syntax checking is made after the keyword and before the final ">".

The correct way to use each section is:

MAKEFILE: list any user files that are to be included in the makefile that builds the hardware simulator as

file.o file.o ...

The complete list must fit on one line; these files can contain valid C functions that may be called from within the HDL program. To reference any partnames of the HDL program, include the AMISS system file vardefines. as

#include "var_defines.h"

DEFINED list any user defined names as

#define name1 name2
#define name3 name4 ...

INCLUDED list any file names to be included in any files named in the makefiles section as

#include myfile1.h
#include myfile1.h

VARs list any user defined variables according to the rules for declaring C variables.

The syntax rules of the define_Cfunc section are:
define_Sfunction::=
| FUNCTIONS List &

List ::= |
| makesfiles |
| defines |
| includes |
| includes(makefiles) |
| includes defines |
| includes defines(makefiles) |
| vars |
| vars makesfiles |
| vars defines |
| vars defines(makefiles) |
| vars includes |
| vars includes makesfiles |
| vars includes defines |
| vars includes defines makesfiles |

vars ::= < VARS anything >

includes ::= < INCLUDES anything >
defines ::= < DEFINES anything >

makefiles ::= < MAKEFILES anything >

"anything" is a lexical entity consisting of any ascii character or series of characters.

An example using all of the FUNCTIONS options is:

Functions
< VARS
  int temp1;
  short temp2;
> < INCLUDES
  include "myfile.h"
> < DEFINES
  define alulaluport1
  makefiles
  inout.o output.o
>

3.11 FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS

In the format section, the format definitions are listed. SDL keyword FORMATS is followed by one of FORMAT1, FORMAT2, FORMAT3, or FORMAT4. Each is followed by
";". Next, the width of each field in that format is listed within the tokens "<" and ">" followed by ";" followed by the name of the field. Fields within a single format are separated by ";" and a format specification is terminated by ";". The first field of each format must be specified as having width 2 and name OPCODE. The syntax rules of the format section are:

```latex
define_formats := FORMATS format_descr &
format_descr := formatnum : < NUM > = OPCODE , format_specs :
formatnum := FORMAT1 | FORMAT2 | FORMAT3 | FORMAT4
format_specs := < NUM > = expr |
format_specs , < NUM > = expr
```

An example of a format specifications is:

```latex
@ FORMATS
  FORMAT1: <2> = OPCODE,
            <4> = ACHTRL;
  FORMAT2: <2> = OPCODE,
            <8> = DDR;
```

Consult the reserved word list in Appendix 1 or section 3.21 for words not to be used as format field names.

3.13 PARTS SPECIFICATIONS

In this section all the elements of the microarchitecture are listed after a specification of the width of the parts. Parts having the same width may be listed as a group separated by ",", a single group is terminated by a ";". One of the parts listed must be named MAC. The compiler does not enforce this, but not doing so will result in a warning. In the following syntax rules for the parts specification, the non-terminal "expr" is reduced in a subsequent rule:

```latex
define_parts := PARTS parts_list &
   | parts_list < NUM > = name_list :
name_list := expr |
   | name_list , expr
```

An example parts specification is:
In this section the two keywords \texttt{MEM} and \texttt{CMEM} are used to specify the number of words and the width of memory and control memory. Each \texttt{NUM} is surrounded by \texttt{"<"} \texttt{>"}. For each of \texttt{MEM} and \texttt{CMEM}, the first number is the number of words and the second is the width. Either \texttt{MEM} or \texttt{CMEM} may be listed first. The syntax rules are:

\begin{verbatim}
define_memory ::= MEMORY mem_specs ;

mem_specs ::= < NUM > < NUM > = memname ;
            memname = < NUM >

memname ::= MEM
            | CMEM
\end{verbatim}

An example memory specification is:

\begin{verbatim}
@ MEMORY
<128><16> = CMEM;
<1024><16> = MEM;
\end{verbatim}

For AMISS to work properly, the width of the \texttt{CMEM} specification must match the sum of the field widths of the widest control format listed in the format specification.

\section{INITIALIZATIONS}

In this section any part named in the part section may be initialized to a constant. The constant is interpreted as a hexadecimal integer. The syntax rules are:
def_init:
    INITIALIZATIONS init_list 3

init_list:
    id = NUM;
    id = id [ NUM ];
    init_list id = NUM;
    init_list id = id [ NUM ]

NUM is a lexical entity that is made up of hexadecimal digits 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a b c d e f.
A hexadecimal constant may be written either
as a series of hexadecimal digits or
a 0x followed by a series of hexadecimal digits.

3.2 The REGISTER TRANSFERS

The body of the simulator is described
in the REGISTER TRANSFERS section of an HCL
program. The constructs of this section are
derived from the C programming language con-
structs that deal with arithmetic operations,
assignment, and flow of control. The reader
may wish to consult a reference describing
the C programming language for additional
discussion of these constructs. [12] [13]

1.21 IDENTIFIERS

An identifier is a lexical entity com-
piled of an uppercase letter followed by one
or more uppercase letters or digits.
Reserved words may not be redefined and
therefore are not valid identifiers. The
following list contains the reserved words of
HCL. The reserved words of the MICROPROGRAM-
MING section are also included. While these
are acceptable identifier names in HCL, they
should be avoided because they will not be
accepted as identifiers in the MICROPROGRAM-
MING section.
BEGIN
NUM
SWITCH
BREAK
LET
OR
SL
IC
SELECT3
CONSTANTS
FORMAT1
MEM
VARS
DEFINES
GLT3
TEST
INV
WR

BDR
IF
CASE
RETURN
GT
LE
EOR
SP
SELECT1
SELECT4
MICROENGINE
FORMAT2
CHEM
INCLUDES
UPCODE
SEMANTICS
LSHIFT
BAND
ONT

INITIALIZATIONS
ELSE
DEFAULT
EQ
GE
NOT
DIV
SELECT2
DEFINE
FORMATS
FORMAT3
FUNCTIONS
MAKEFILES
THEN
SELECT
RSHIFT
PRE
CONTFORMAT

3.22 COMMENTS

Comments are arbitrary strings placed between the delimiters /** and */. Comments are valid anywhere within an HDL program after the BEGIN SS. An example comment is:

/****************************
 * here is a comment *
 ****************************/

3.23 ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

The binary arithmetic operators

+  -  *  DIV  AND  OR

correspond to the mathematical operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, bitwise and, and bitwise or. The unary operator NOT corresponds to negation. The assignment operators are:

= SR SL

SR stands for SHIFTRIGHT, SL for SHIFTLIGHT. SR is the C operator >>=, SL is <<=. They are a combination of binary operators and assignment statements. For example, TEMP SR 1 shifts the contents of TEMP right 1 bit and assigns the value to variable TEMP. The rules of precedence and associativity for the
arithmetic and the assignment operators are found in section 3.24.

3.24 RELATIONAL OPERATORS

The following table contains the operators that are used to affect flow of control:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relational, equality, and logical operators</th>
<th>C language equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>relational operators:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than</td>
<td>LT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>greater than</td>
<td>GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less than or</td>
<td>LE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equal to</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical operators:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equal</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not equal to</td>
<td>NE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical and</td>
<td>BAND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logical or</td>
<td>FSR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Operators have the following rules of precedence and associativity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATOR</th>
<th>ASSOCIATIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unary -</td>
<td>right to left</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* / DIV</td>
<td>left to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ -</td>
<td>left to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT LE GT SL</td>
<td>left to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ NE AND BAND</td>
<td>left to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR FSR</td>
<td>left to right</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>= SR SL</td>
<td>right to left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the relational, equality and logical operators other than unary - are binary. They operate on expressions and yield either the value of 0 or 1. False is represented by 0 and true is represented by any nonzero value.

3.25 MICROENGINE SYNTAX

A register transfer description begins with the keyword MICROENGINE followed by the begin token "{" followed by a listing of the register transfers followed by the end token "}".

```
define_rts ::= MICROENGINE { rts_list }```

The rts_list is composed of one or more of statements, each statement may be preceded by a label composed of a valid id followed by a "::=

rts_list ::= st
  | label st
  | rts_list st
  | rts_list label st

label ::= id :

The various forms of a statement (st) take up the core of a register transfer description. Explanations for the alternatives for the statement will be considered one at a time in the remainder of this section. The syntax rules for a statement are:

st ::= ;
  | { }
  | expr :
  | compound_st
  | IF ( expr ) st else_st
  | SWITCH ( expr ) { case_list }
  | select ( selectlist ) :

A statement may be empty of the form

;

or

{ }

Alternatively, a statement may be composed of an expression. An expression may be empty. Alternatively, an expression may consist of an primary, a - expr, or an expression followed by any arithmetic, relational, assignment, or equality operator followed by an expression.

eexpr ::= primary
  | expr binop expr
  | expr assign expr
  | unop expr

Some examples are:
REG1 = 10
REG2 = REG1
CMPL = ABUS
ACNTPL LE 10
SHIFTER SR 1

A primary may be an ID, a NUM, a parenthesized expression, a primary followed by a left parenthesis followed by an expr followed by a right parenthesis, or an expr followed by a left bracket followed by an expr followed by a right bracket. The syntax rules for a primary are:

\[
\text{primary ::= id} \\
\text{ pared_expr} \\
\text{ ( expr )} \\
\text{ primary [ expr ]} \\
\text{ primary ( expr )}
\]

Some examples are:

\[
A \\
0xffff \\
\text{MEM[MAP]} \\
\text{OUTPUT()}
\]

The syntax rules for the binop, unop, and assignop are:

\[
The syntax rules for a compound statement are:

```
compound_st ::= { st_list }
```

```
st_list ::= st
         | st stlist
```

An example of a statement is:

```
{ 
  SCNTL = 10;
  { 
    SCNTL = 10;
    CNTRL = 20;
  }
}
```

Grouping of statements is used to achieve the desired flow of control in such constructs as the IF STATEMENT.

The syntax rules for the IF STATEMENT are:

```
if_st ::= IF ( expr ) st else_st
```

```
else_st ::= 
          | ELSE st
```

In a construction of the form

```
IF ( expression )
  statement1
next statement
```

If expression is nonzero (true), then statement1 is executed; otherwise statement1 is skipped and control passes to the next statement. An example of a simple IF statement is:

```
IF ( ACNTL EQ 2) 
  ABUS = R2;
```

The if_else statement is of the form

```
IF ( expression )
  statement1
ELSE
  statement2
next statement
```
If expression is nonzero then statement1 is executed and statement2 is skipped; if expression is zero, then statement1 is skipped and statement2 is executed. In either case, control next passes to next statement. An example of the if-else construct is:

```c
IF ( C EQ 1 )
  IF ( N EQ 0 ) MPC = ADORF;
  ELSE MPC = MPC + 1;
```

An ELSE attaches to the nearest IF. Therefore in the above example the ELSE is the alternative to the "IF ( N EQ 0 )" and not the "IF ( C EQ 1 )". If the example were written:

```c
IF ( C EQ 1 ) {  IF ( N EQ 0 ) MPC = ADORF; 
  ELSE MPC = MPC + 1;
```

the ELSE would attach itself to the "IF ( C EQ 1 )". The SWITCH statement is a multi-way conditional statement generalizing the if-else statement. The syntax rules for the SWITCH statement are:

```c
  | SWITCH ( expr ) { case_list }
```

```
case_list ::=
  | CASE NUM : expr BREAK;
  | DEFAULT : expr BREAK;
  | case_list CASE NUM : expr BREAK;
  | case_list DEFAULT : expr BREAK;
```

The integral expression following the SWITCH is evaluated. Control then jumps to the appropriate case label and the expression at that label is executed. The DEFAULT case may be included, generally as the last case listed. If it is included, and if no other cases are appropriate, control will pass to it. An example of a case statement is:

```c
SWITCH ( CNTRL ) {
  CASE 0: ABUS = R0; BREAK;
  CASE 1: ABUS = R1; BREAK;
  CASE 2: ABUS = R2; BREAK;
  DEFAULT: ABUS = ABUS; BREAK;
}
```

The select statement provides a shortened form for writing a switch statement. It is
not a part of C, but is especially suited to writing microprogrammable simulators. It is rewritten by RRU into a switch statement. The syntax rules for a select statement are:

```
| select ( selectlist ) : |

select ::= SELECT1
         SELECT2
         SELECT3
         SELECT4

selectlist ::= primary , primary , idlist

idlist ::= NUM : primary
        idlist , primary
```

In the rule idlist, NUM is a constant such that 0 < NUM <= 25. NUM must match the number of primaries listed in the rule idlist. In the rule select, SELECT1 and SELECT2 assist in writing vertically encoded simulators. SELECT3 and SELECT4 assist in writing horizontally encoded simulators. The following are examples of each of the SELECT statements:

**SELECT1( ABUS, ACNTL, 4: RO, R1, R2, PC );**

Rewritten into:
```
SWITCH ( ACNTL ) {
    CASE 0: PO = ABUS; BREAK;
    CASE 1: R1 = ABUS; BREAK;
    CASE 2: R2 = ABUS; BREAK;
    CASE 3: PC = ABUS; BREAK;
}
```

**SELECT2( ABUS, ACNTL, 4: RO, R1, R2, PC );**

Rewritten into:
```
SWITCH ( ACNTL ) {
    CASE 0: ABUS = PO; BREAK;
    CASE 1: ABUS = R1; BREAK;
    CASE 2: ABUS = R2; BREAK;
    CASE 3: ABUS = PC; BREAK;
}
SELECT3 ( ABUS, ACNTRL, 6: RO, R1, R2, IP, PC, MBR );

Rewritten into:

SWITCH ( ACNTRL ) {
CASE 1: ABUS = RO; BREAK;
CASE 2: ABUS = R1; BREAK;
CASE 4: ABUS = R2; BREAK;
CASE 8: ABUS = IR; BREAK;
CASE 16: ABUS = PC; BREAK;
CASE 32: ABUS = MBR; BREAK;
}

SELECT4 ( ABUS, ACNTRL, 6: RO, R1, R2, IP, PC, MBR );

Rewritten into:

SWITCH ( ACNTRL ) {
CASE 1: RO = ABUS; BREAK;
CASE 2: R1 = ABUS; BREAK;
CASE 4: R2 = ABUS; BREAK;
CASE 8: IR = ABUS; BREAK;
CASE 16: PC = ABUS; BREAK;
CASE 32: MBR = ABUS; BREAK;
}
CHAPTER 4: THE SYNTAX OF MPL

This chapter describes the syntax rules of the microprogramming language input to the microassembler generator named MPL. It is assumed that an HDL hardware program exists that has been accepted by the hardware simulation generator RRUN and that MPL is being used to write a microassembler for a micro-language that is to be used in conjunction with the simulator. If the language description is in file LANGUAGE and the HDL hardware description is in file HARDWARE, MPL is executed by:

MPL LANGUAGE HARDWARE

One of the components of MPL is a YACC based parser that accepts a program containing a user definition of the syntax rules and associated actions of a microprogramming language. MPL uses that program and a hardware specification written in HDL and produces a microassembler that is able to parse a program written in the microprogramming language. If the program is accepted, MPL creates three files named cmemory, asmlist, and instrfile. File cmemory contains decimal integers that represent a control memory assembled according to the actions carried out upon recognition of statements of the microprogramming language. File cmemory is intended to provide the control memory file that is required by CPU, the hardware simulator produced by RRUN. File asmlist is a listing file containing the cmemory, a listing of the user microprogram, and a table containing the addresses of labels of the microprogram. File instrfile is a system file that contains a condensed form of the microprogram that is used by the debugger part of the hardware simulator.

An MPL program may be logically divided into two sections. In the first section, the grammar and actions that define the TEST portion of the microprogramming language are described. In the second section, the grammar and actions that define the REGISTER TRANSFER statements of the language are described.
The syntax rules for an MPL program are:

```
program ::= list
list ::= |
        list define_test nt
```

We will consider TEST and REGISTER TRANSFER sections separately.

4.1 The TEST DEFINITION

In the TEST section the input to MPL must define the rules and actions for the TEST portion of the microprogramming language. The syntax rule for this section is:

```
define_test ::= DEFINE TEST ( % MMTTEST :
                       % )
```

The reserved words DEFINE TEST and the token "{" are followed by the definition. MPL does no syntax checking of the TEST specification after the "% MMTTEST :" and until the final "." Anything is acceptable to MPL, however, the TEST definition must be compatible with the rules of writing a YACC parser and the rules of MPL or the microassembler will not work. These rules are:

1. Any MPL keyword used in the rules that define the TEST is a terminal token in the grammar, i.e. it is not reduced further.

2. Any part named in the parts section of the hardware description is a terminal token.

3. Any user defined non-terminal must begin with a letter and may be followed by one or more letters or digits.

4. Any user defined non-terminal must be completely reduced to terminal tokens within the TEST definition.

5. A user defined non-terminal reduction rule is written by writing the non-terminal name followed by a colon ":". If there are alternatives to reducing the rule, they are separated by a "|". A reduction is terminated by a
6. The non-alphabetic characters available for use as terminal tokens are:

   , [ ] ( ) =

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Any non-alphabetic character must be surrounded by quotation marks.

8. A reference to a label in a microprogram is by the keyword LABEL-apperand in a grammar rule.

9. Actions associated with a rule are placed after the rule within the markers "{" and "}".

10. A reference to the address of a label in the actions of a grammar rule is by the keyword MMADDRESS.

11. The keyword OPCODE must be set within the actions of a grammar rule.

The design of MMTEST requires that a combination of the tokens (i.e., the MPL reserved words and the architecture parts) and single characters form grammar rule and that actions be associated with the grammar rules. If the microassembler is to be used in conjunction with a hardware simulator produced by RRUN, the actions must be compatible with the control fields described in the specifications parts of the HDL program. The following are examples of TEST specifications:

EXAMPLE 1:

DEFINE TEST
{
  MMTEST: IF BIT "(" OR "", " AND ")" GOTO LABELOPERAND
  OPCODE = 0;
  ADDRFIELD = MMADDRESS;
}

  GOTO LABELOPERAND
  OPCODE = 0;
  ADDRFIELD = MMADDRESS;
}
A dissection of example 1 with regard to the rules for defining the TEST grammar may be helpful.

Rule 1. MPL keywords used in the grammar are terminals. They are:

```
IN BIT GOTO LABELOPERAND.
```

Rule 2. Parts named in the parts section of the hardware description (assume here that the 3 parts IR, RI, and PC were listed) are terminals. They are:

```
IR, PC, PC.
```

Rule 3. User defined non-terminals are:

```
one, two.
```

Rule 4. Non-terminals "one" and "two" are completely reduced to terminals.

Rule 5. Note use of "|" to separate alternatives and ";" to end a rule.

Rule 6. Non-alPHA characters used are: ( , ) 0 1 3.

Rule 7. Note quotation marks around every non-alPHA character.

Rules 8.

9.

10.

11. Note use of LABELOPERAND after the keyword GOTO. If "FETCH" were a label in a microprogram, the statement "GOTO FETCH" would be accepted. Note in the sections that ADDRFIELD is set to MMADDRESS.
the microprogram, the control field $ADDRFIELD$ would be set to the address of label FETCH. Note that $OPCODE$ is set once for each complete reduction.

**Example 2**

```
DEFINE TEST (
  %
  MMTEST: IF N GOTO LABELOPERAND ( OPCODE = 0:
    ADDRESS = MMADDRESS; )
  | GOTO LABELOPERAND ( OPCODE = 0:
    ADDRESS = MMADDRESS; )
  ;
  %
  )
```

### 4.2 The REGISTER TRANSFERS

In the REGISTER TRANSFERS part of the language description specification to MPL, all the valid statements of the language are explicitly described along with their associated actions. The syntax rule that determines whether an attempt to define a statement of the microprogramming language is a valid definition is contained in the MPL grammar rule named "rt".
The rule is:

```
| rt ::= |
|       | pname " = " pname_s semantics |
|       | pname " = " pname + num_s semantics |
|       | pname " = " pname op num_s semantics |
|       | pname " = " pname op pname_s semantics |
|       | <0_s semantics |
|       | <W_s semantics |
|       | LSHIFT_s semantics |
|       | RSHIFT_s semantics |
|       | pname " = " LSHIFT " (" pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " LSHIFT " (" pname op pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " RSHIFT " (" pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " RSHIFT " (" pname op pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " BAND " (" pname "," pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " BOR " (" pname "," pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " INV " (" pname " )" semantics |
|       | pname " = " INV " (" pname " )" op pname_s semantics |
|       | DEFINE_SEMANTICS ( const |
|       | SELECT ( pname , pname , num : list ) |
|       |
| rt rt |
```

While rule `rt` is quite long, it is not complicated. It simply is a listing of a large number of the possible register transfer and function statements that may occur within the constraints of the keywords of MPL and of the user HDL hardware description (the parts of the hardware description become keywords). Thus, the rule defines how the hardware part names and the MPL keywords may be arranged in order to define the microprogramming language. In `rt`, `pname` refers to any parts defined in the HDL hardware description. The non-terminal semantics (reduced later) refers to actions that are to be carried out when a statement is recognized. Looking at the first alternative:

```
| pname " = " pname_s semantics |
```

A statement setting any part of the architecture to any other part followed by a specifications of actions is accepted. For example,

```
| IS "=" VAR ( CPCODE = 0; ) |
```
would become part of the microassembler and would cause "IR = MDR" to become part of the microlanguage. Nonterminal "op" is reduced to:

\[
\text{op} ::= "+" | "-" | \text{AND} | \text{OR} | \text{EOR} | \text{AND} | \text{EOR}
\]

In the second alternative of rt, statements of the form:

\[
\text{PC} = \text{PC} + 1 \ (\text{OPCODE} = 0;)
\]

and

\[
\text{ALU} = \text{ALU1 AND ALU2 (OPCODE} = 0;)
\]

would become part of the language if

\[
\text{PC} = \text{PC} + "1" \ (\text{OPCODE} = 0;)
\]

and

\[
\text{ALU} = \text{ALU1 AND ALU2 (OPCODE} = 0;)
\]

were part of the input to MPL and PC ALU ALU2 were listed as parts in HDL hardware description.

Certain MPL reserved words are intended to be used in specific ways (although they don't have to be). RD is to be associated with a memory read statement and WR with a memory write. LSHIFT and RSHIFT are to be associated with shifting, INV with inverting, "AND with boolean and. Non-terminal num is reduced by the rule:

\[
\text{num} ::= \text{NUM} \\
| \ "NUM" \\
| \ num \ num
\]

NUM is a lexical entity that is any of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9. Non-terminal semantics is reduced by the rules:

\[
\text{semantics} ::= \\
| \ \{ \text{OPCODE} = \text{num } ; \text{ descr} \}
\]

\[
\text{descr} ::= \text{id} = \text{num} ; \\
| \ \text{id} [\ \text{num} \ ] = \text{num} ; \\
| \ \text{descr} \ \text{descr}
\]

In this case, id would refer to a control field name. The second to last alternative in rule rt allows MPL to accept a statement that is designed to provide a short-cut way of describing a number of rules and actions to be added to the microassembler of the form "pname = pname \ \{ \ \text{actions} \ \} " where the
register transfers differ only in one of the
names and one of the actions. The syntax
rule for this statement is:

```plaintext
|| DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  const SELECT (
    oname, oname, num   :  clist )
}
```

Non-terminals are reduced to:

```plaintext
const ::= CONSTATS : OPCODE = num ;
   |  CONSTATS : OPCODE = num , clist ;
clist ::= oname = num , clist
pList ::= oname
   |  pList , oname
```

The DEFINE SEMANTICS is best explained by
example. Take the case of four parts
tokens) named A, B, C, BUS. It is desired to
add 3 statements to the microprogramming
language such that the semantics associated
with each of the statements must set the
OPCODE = 0, ENCODE = 1 and the field CONTROL
to 0 if BUS = A, to 1 if BUS = C, and to 2 if
BUS = C depending on the value of a field
called CONTROL. MPL would accept the follow-
ing:

```plaintext
DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTs: OPCODE = 0 , ENCODE = 1 ;
  SELECT ( BUS, CONTROL, B :
    2, 1, C )
}
```

Three statements would then be added to to
the microassembler. These would be of the
form:

```plaintext
| BUS = A (OPCODE = 0; ENCODE = 1; CONTROL = 0; )
| BUS = B (OPCODE = 0; ENCODE = 1; CONTROL = 1; )
| BUS = C (OPCODE = 0; ENCODE = 1; CONTROL = 2; )
```

and the statements

```plaintext
BUS = A
BUS = B
BUS = C
```
would become part of the microlanguage.
Non-terminal id is reduced by the rule:

\[
\text{id ::= ID}
\]

ID is a lexical entity that matches any MPL reserved word or microarchitecture part name. The complete specification for the grammar of MPL is in Appendix 3.
CHAPTER 5: TEST CASES.

TEST CASE 1.

Parker presents a microprogramming simulation package that is used in teaching computer architecture at the University of Calgary [8]. The hypothetical processor is a 16 bit machine with a horizontally encoded control memory and two control memory formats. The GATE format controls 33 gates and the reading and writing of main memory. The TEST format allows the testing of one bit of any of 8 registers for a 1 or a 0. Figure 1 is a diagram of the processor and the control word formats.

In this simulation, the following changes were made to the control word format:

1) the AIMISS field OPCOD takes the place of the opcode bit in both formats, increasing the length of the control word by 1;

2) an ALU function control field ALUF was added to FORMAT1 to control 4 functions, increasing the length of the control word by 2;

The other changes to the processor are:

1) the register called "S" is called "PS" in this simulation;

2) a single cycle is divided into 4 subcycles;

3) two status bits NSIT and Z3IT are added;
The GATE Instructions:

| Bit | 39 | 38 | 37 | 36 | 35 | 34 | 33 | 32 | 31 | 30 | 29 | 28 | 27 | 26 | 25 | 24 | 23 | 22 | 21 | 20 | 19 | 18 | 17 | 16 | 15 | 14 | 13 | 12 | 11 | 10 | 9 | 8 | 7 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 0 |
|-----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|

Each bit of a GATE instruction represents one of the control points (see Fig. 1). A '1' bit allows data to move across a control point, a '0' bit does not. Bit 0 of each microinstruction is the opcode. A GATE instruction has an opcode of '1'. Bits 38 and 39 control reading and writing of main memory, respectively.

The TEST Instructions:

The TEST microinstruction allows any bit of certain registers to be tested. In any named field above, only one bit may be non-zero or an error occurs. The action of the TEST instruction is to examine the indicated test register, to see if the specified bit (The TEST field above, 0-15) is equal to the value of the Object Bit field (1 or 0). If so, a branch is made to the microinstruction specified by the Microcode Branch Address field. If not, then the next instruction in the normal sequence is executed. Opcode for the TEST instruction is '0'.
No other changes were made to the processor or its control format. The listing of the hardware description to describe the processor is:

```c
/* BEGIN */

#define CFUN CTIONS

#define <VARS int temp1,temp2;

#define FORMATS

#define FORMAT1:
<2> = DPCODE,
<10> = AXNTL,
<7> = XCNTL,
<1> = PCIR,
<1> = PCMAR,
<1> = IFMAR,
<1> = MBIR,
<4> = REGS1,
<1> = XCNTRL,
<2> = CMPL,
<2> = SHIFTCNTRL,
<1> = XFEED,
<1> = AFEED,
<1> = SFEED,
<1> = PCFEED,
<1> = BUSFEED,
<1> = FFEED,
<2> = ALUF,
<2> = RW;

#define FORMAT2:
<2> = DPCODE,
<8> = RNAME,
<16> = BITNUM,
<1> = DEJ,
<6> = ADDR;

#define PARTS
<16> = A,E,C,D,X,C15,CZER,COME,CMINUSONE,
SP,IR,PC,PS,
CMPL1,CMPL2,
ALU1,ALU2,ALU,
SHIFTER,
BUS,BUS,BUS,
MAR,MAR,MPC;
<1> = NVIT,0BIT;

#define MEMORY
<1234> = CMEM;
<1024> = MEM;

#define INITIALIZATIONS
PC = 0;
COME = 1;
CZER = 0;
CMINUSONE = 0xffff;
SP = 0x0014;
```
@MICROENGINE
IF (OPCODE EQ 0) {

IF (COUNTER EQ 1) {

DBUS = MDP;

SELECT BUS,CTRL,10:
X,SP,PC,A,B,
BUS,COME,CORE,CONE,CMUSONE,CZERO,RS);

CMPL1 = BUS;

SELECT BUS,CTRL,7:
RS,CZERO,CORE,CONE,DOBUS,C,D);

CMPL2 = BUS;

IF (POPCX EQ 1) MAR = PC;
IF (PCIR EQ 1) IR = PC;
IF (SPMAR EQ 1) MAR = SP;
IF (CIRMAR EQ 1) MAR = IR;
IF (CMPLX EQ 1) IR = MAR;

SWITCH (REGS1) {
CASE 0: BREAK;
CASE 1: A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 2: B = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 3: A = DBUS; B = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 4: C = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 5: C = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 6: C = DBUS; B = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 7: C = DBUS; B = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 8: D = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 9: D = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 10: D = DBUS; B = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 11: D = DBUS; B = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 12: D = DBUS; C = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 13: D = DBUS; C = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 14: D = DBUS; C = DBUS; B = DBUS; BREAK;
CASE 15: D = DBUS; C = DBUS;

B = DBUS; A = DBUS; BREAK;
}

IF (XCTRL EQ 1) X = 015;

SWITCH (CMPL) {
CASE 0: BREAK;
CASE 1: CMPL1 = -CMPL1; BREAK;
CASE 2: CMPL2 = -CMPL2; BREAK;
CASE 3: CMPL1 = -CMPL1;
CMPL2 = -CMPL2; BREAK;
}
```c
ALU1 = CMPL1;
ALU2 = CMPL2;

if (SUBCYCLE EQ 2) {
    switch (alu) {
    case 0: ALU = ALU1; break;
    case 1: ALU = ALU1 + ALU2; break;
    case 2: ALU = ALU1 + ALU2; break;
    case 3: ALU = -ALU1; break;
    }
    if (alu lt 0) NBIT = 1; ZBIT = 0;
    if (alu eq 0) NBIT = 0; ZBIT = 1;
    if (alu ge 0) NBIT = 0; ZBIT = 0;
    shifter = alu;
    switch (shiftcnt) {
    case 1: shifter sl 1; break;
    case 2: shifter sp 1; break;
    default: break;
    }
}
if (SUBCYCLE EQ 3) {
    if (xfeed eq 1) x = shifter;
    if (apfeed eq 1) a = shifter;
    if (spfeed eq 1) sp = shifter;
    if (pcfeed eq 1) pc = shifter;
    if (dbusfeed eq 1) dbus = shifter;
    if (dpfeed eq 1) d = shifter;
    mbr = dbus;
}
if (SUBCYCLE EQ 4) {
    switch (rw) {
    case 1: mbr = mem[memrd]; break;
    case 2: mem[memrd] = mbr; break;
    default: break;
    }
    mpc = mpc + 1;
}
return;
}
if (opcode eq 1) {
    if (rname eq 128) {
        if (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) {
```
This section describes the implementation of the AMISS version of the microprogramming language described by Parker. The
language was duplicated exactly except for
the following:
1) The test statement syntax was
changed from the form "IF
SET(NUMBER,REGISTER) THEN GOTO LABEL" to
"IF SET(REGISTER,NUMBER) GOTO LABEL;"
2) A statement of the form "R=R*(1)"
was changed to "R=R-1":
3) a ',' rather than a ' ;' is used in
the microprogram to separate microin-
structions if more than one microin-
struction is used to generate a control
word;
4) a ':' rather than a ' :;' is used to
separate control words;
5) INV (REGISTER) instead of COMPLEMENT
(REGISTER).

The following is the description of
the microprogramming language that is
submitted to MPL:
DEFINE TEST

MMTEST:

IF BIT "(" one "," two ")" GOTO LABELPER

OPCODE = 1;
OBJ = 1;
ADDR = MMADDRESS;

GOTO LABELPER

OPCODE = 1;
OBJ = 0;
ORNAME = 118;
BITNUM = 1;
ADDR = MMADDRESS;

)

one:

4 ( ORNAME = 1; )
3 ( ORNAME = 2; )
2 ( ORNAME = 3; )
1 ( ORNAME = 4; )
MHR ( ORNAME = 16; )
X ( ORNAME = 32; )
IR ( ORNAME = 64; )
C2PCCDE ( ORNAME = 128; )

two:

"0" ( BITNUM = 1; )
"1" ( BITNUM = 2; )
"2" ( BITNUM = 4; )
"3" ( BITNUM = 8; )
"4" ( BITNUM = 16; )
"5" ( BITNUM = 32; )
"6" ( BITNUM = 64; )
"7" ( BITNUM = 128; )
"8" ( BITNUM = 256; )
"9" ( BITNUM = 512; )
"A" ( BITNUM = 1024; )
"B" ( BITNUM = 2048; )
"C" ( BITNUM = 4096; )
"D" ( BITNUM = 8192; )
"E" ( BITNUM = 16384; )
"F" ( BITNUM = 32768; )

% %

RD (OPCODE = 6; RW = 1; )

wR (OPCODE = 6; RW = 2; )

MAR "=" PC (OPCODE = 0; PCMAR = 1; )
IR "=" M+$ {CPCODE = 0; MIR = 1; }
PC "=" IR {CPCODE = 0; PCIR = 1; }
MAR "=" SP {CPCODE = 0; SPMAR = 1; }
MAR "=" IR {CPCODE = 0; IRMAR = 1; }
PC "=" PC "+" "1" {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 4; BCNTRL = 8; ALUF = 1; PCFREQ = 1; }
SP "=" SP "+" "1" {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 2; BCNTRL = 8; ALUF = 1; SPFREQ = 1; }
SP "=" SP "-" "1" {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 2; BCNTRL = 4; ALUF = 1; SPFREQ = 1; }
A "=" INV "(""\text{#A}" ")" "+" MBR {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 3; BCNTRL = 16; CMPL = 1; ALUF = 1; AFEED = 1; }
MAR "=" A "+" "1" {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 3; BCNTRL = 8; ALUF = 1; DBUSFREQ = 1; }
A "=" MAR {CPCODE = 0; REGS1 = 1; }
MAR "=" A "+" MAR {CPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 3; BCNTRL = 16; ALUF = 1; DBUSFREQ = 1; }
Parker presents a microprogram to execute a small stack oriented instruction set. For this simulation, a HALT instruction was added. The instruction set is:

```
CPU: INSTRUCTION
```

000 PUSH the low 13 bits of the instruction

001 PDP the top of the stack value into the A register

010 HALT

100 ADD the top two stack values, result on top

101 SUBTRACT the second from the top value from the top value, result on top

110 STORE the (Top-1) value into the memory location given by the top

111 GET the contents of the address given by the top of the stack, result goes on Top.

The following is a microprogram written in the microprogramming language adapted from the one described by Parker. Aside from the change in the syntax of the microprogramming language and the section for decoding the HALT instruction, it is the same microprogram presented by Parker.
START:  MAP = PC, RD;
         IR = MAP, PC = PC + 1;
         IF BIT (IR, 15) GOTO AROPS;
         IF BIT (IR, 14) GOTO MTEST;
         IF BIT (IR, 13) GOTO POP;

MTEST:  IF BIT(IR, 13) GOTO FETCH;
          GOTO HALT;

PUSH:   SP = SP + 1;
         MAR = SP, WR;
         GOTO FETCH;

POP:    MAR = SP, SP = SP - 1, RD;
         A = MBR;
         GOTO FETCH;

AROPS:  IF BIT(IR, 14) GOTO MEMOP;
         IF BIT(IR, 13) GOTO SUB;

ADD:    MAR = SP, SP = SP - 1, RD;
         A = MBR, MAR = SP, RD;
         MAR = SP, MBR = A + MBR, WR;
         GOTO FETCH;

SUB:    MAR = SP, SP = SP - 1, RD;
         A = MBR, MAR = SP, RD;
         A = INV(A) + MBR;
         MBR = A + 1, WR;
         GOTO FETCH;

MEMOP:  IF BIT(IR, 13) GOTO GET;

STO:    MAR = SP, SP = SP - 1, RD;
         IR = MBR, MAR = SP, SP = SP - 1, RD;
         MAR = IR, WR;
         GOTO FETCH;

GET:    MAR = SP, RD;
         IF = MBR;
         MAR = IR, RD;
         MAR = SP, WR;
         GOTO FETCH;

HALT:   GOTO :

Parker presents a program written in the stack-based instruction set to be executed by the microprogram. The program is:
The AMISSI hardware using the microprogram interpreter successfully executed this program.
Lubomir Tic presents a microprogrammable computer simulator that was developed at the University of California, Irvine [7]. The architecture consists of a memory unit, an arithmetic/logic unit, a shift unit, an input/output interface, a set of 24 bit registers, and a set of 12 bit registers. Figure 1 is a diagram of the architecture.

Figure 1. Tic's processor.
The architecture is vertically controlled using a 34 bit control word, and two control word formats: a GATE format and a TEST format. AMISS was used to write a simulator for this architecture exactly as described by 3ic except for the following:

1) The AMISS OPCODE field was added to each format.

2) A single processor cycle was divided into four subcycles.

3) The input/output interface was simulated by calling two C functions from the hardware description: input() and output(). These C functions exist in the files input.c and output.c. Provision for including these files is made by naming them in the CFUNIONS section of the MSL.

4) An integer variable named temp is used.

The following is a hardware description of the processor:

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<stdlib.h>

int temp;

int main()
{
    FILE *output, *input;
    output = fopen("output", "w");
    input = fopen("input", "r");
    printf("Input: ");
    printf("Output: ");
    printf("Output: ");
    return 0;
}
```

5) BEGIN
6) CFUNIONS
   
   <V465 int int temp; >
   <MAKEFILES output.o input.c >
7) FORMATS
   
   FORMAT1:
   
   <2> = OPCODE, <4> = MCVOP,
   <4> = SHFTOP, <4> = OMP,
   <4> = INO, <4> = IN1, <4> = OPCS;

   FORMAT2:
   
   <2> = OPCODE, <12> = ADDR,
   <3> = I, <3> = OPCS;

8) PARTS
   
   <24> = MAR, IR, X, MIA,
   AUX, CZERO, CNE, CMIUSONE,
   INREG, OUTREG,
   INIBUS, IN2BUS, LUTBUS,
   ALU, ALUPORT1, ALUPORT2,
   SHIFTER;

   <12> = OPR, STK, PC;
\[ \theta = \text{MPC} \]

\text{MEMORY}
\[
\begin{align*}
<128><256> &= \text{CMEM} ; \\
<1024><256> &= \text{MEM} ; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\text{INITIALIZATIONS}
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CONE} &= 1 ; \\
\text{CZERO} &= 0 ; \\
\text{CMINUSONE} &= 0xfffff ; \\
\text{STK} &= 511 ; \\
\end{align*}
\]

\text{MICROENGINE}

\text{IF} ( \text{OPCODE} \equiv 0 ) \{ \\
\text{IF} ( \text{SUBCYCLE} \equiv 1 ) \{ \\
\text{SELECT1} ( \text{IN1BUS}, \text{IN1}, \text{L3} ; \\
\text{IN1BUS}, \text{IN1BUS}, \text{IN1BUS} , \\
\text{MER}, \text{IR}, \text{X}, \text{AUX}, \text{IN1BUS} , \\
\text{IN1BUS}, \text{IN1BUS}, \text{GPR}, \text{STK}, \text{PC} ) ; \\
\text{IF} ( \text{IN1} \equiv 7 ) \{ \\
\text{INPUT0}() ; \\
\text{IN1BUS} = \text{INREG} ; \\
\} \\
\text{SELECT2} ( \text{IN2BUS}, \text{IN2}, \text{L3} ; \\
\text{CZERO}, \text{CONE}, \text{CMINUSONE}, \\
\text{MER}, \text{IR}, \text{X}, \text{AUX}, \text{IN2BUS} , \\
\text{IN2BUS}, \text{IN2BUS}, \text{GPR}, \text{STK}, \text{PC} ) ; \\
\text{IF} ( \text{IN2} \equiv 7 ) \{ \\
\text{INPUT0}() ; \\
\text{IN2BUS} = \text{INREG} ; \\
\} \\
\text{ALUPORT1} = \text{IN1} ; \\
\text{ALUPORT2} = \text{IN2} ; \\
\} \\
\text{IF} ( \text{SUBCYCLE} \equiv 02 ) \{ \\
\text{SWITCH} ( \text{OPC1} ) \{ \\
\text{CASE 0} : \text{ALU} = \text{ALUPORT1} + \text{ALUPORT2} ; \text{BREAK} ; \\
\text{CASE 1} : \text{ALU} = \text{ALUPORT1} - \text{ALUPORT2} ; \text{BREAK} ; \\
\text{CASE 2} : \text{ALU} = \text{ALUPORT1} \times \text{ALUPORT2} ; \text{BREAK} ; \\
\text{CASE 3} : \text{ALU} = \text{ALUPORT1} \lor \text{ALUPORT2} ; \text{BREAK} ; \\
\}
CASE 4: ALU = ALUPORT1 FOR ALUPORT2: BREAK;

IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 2) {
  SWITCH (SHIFTER) {
    CASE 1: SHIFTER SL 1: BREAK;
    CASE 2: SHIFTER SR 1: BREAK;
  }
  OUTBUS = SHIFTER;
}

IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 4) {
  SWITCH (OUT) {
    CASE 3: MAR = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 4: IR = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 5: X = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 6: AUX = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 7: OUTREG = OUTBUS:
      OUTPUT();
      BREAK;
    CASE 9: MAR = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 10: DPR = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 11: STK = OUTBUS: BREAK;
    CASE 12: PC = OUTBUS: BREAK;
  }
  IF (MEMOP EQ 1) MAR = MEMMARD;
  IF (MEMOP EQ 2) MEMMARD = MAR;
  MPC = MPC + 1;
}

RETURN;

IF (OPCODE EQ 1) {
  IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) ;
  IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 2) ;
  IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 3) ;
  IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 4) {
    SELECT1(TEMP, I, &4: 
      0x1, 0x2, 0x4, 0x8,
      0x10, 0x20, 0x40, 0x80,
}
0x100, 0x200, 0x400, 0x800,
0x1000, 0x2000, 0x4000, 0x8000,
0x10000, 0x20000, 0x40000, 0x80000
0x100000, 0x200000, 0x400000, 0x800000);

switch ( MPC2 ) {
CASE 5: MPC = ADDRF; break;
CASE 6:
   TEMP = MER TEMP;
   if ( TEMP = 0 ) MPC = ADDRF;
   else MPC = MPC + 1;
   break;
CASE 7:
   TEMP = IR TEMP;
   if ( TEMP = 0 ) MPC = ADDRF;
   else MPC = MPC + 1;
   break;
default: break;
}

The I/O interface is simulated by the two
files, input.c and output.c:
File input.c:
   #include "vars_defines.h"

input()
{
   printf("***** Input: n");
   scanf("%x", &input);
}

File output.c:
   #include "variables.h"

output()
{
   printf("***** Output: %x", output);
}
A microprogramming language is presented. Figure 2 contains the instruction set of the microprogramming language.

THE INSTRUCTION SET OF THE MICROPROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Executable Instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>code</th>
<th>instruction</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>ADD in1 to in2, store result in out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>Subtract in1 from in2, store result in out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>AND in1 with in2, store result in out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>OR in1 with in2, store result in out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>EOR</td>
<td>Excl. OR in1 with in2, store result in out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>BR i,M</td>
<td>Branch to location M if bit i of MDR is zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BMDR i,M</td>
<td>Branch to location M if bit i of IR is zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>BRIR i,M</td>
<td>Branch to location M if bit i of IR is zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>Terminate execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This language was translated to statements acceptable to the AMMS microprogramming language generator MPL resulting in a language having exactly the same capabilities but with a different syntax. The new syntax is found in Figure 1:

code   instruction
--------
0       PART1 "=" PART2 "+" PART3
1       PART1 "=" PART2 "-" PART3
2       PART1 "=" PART2 OR PART3
3       PART1 "=" PART2 AND PART3
4       PART1 "=" PART2 EOR PART3
5       GOTO LABELOPER
6       IF BIT "(<" MDR "," num ")" GOTO LABELOPER
7       IF BIT "(" MDR "," num ")" GOTO LABELOPER
8       HALT
The following is the input to MPL that generates the microassembler:

```plaintext
DEFINE TEST
{
%%
MMTEST:  I = RIT "(" one "," two ")" GOTO LABEL0PER
          (OPCODE = 1;
           ADDR = MMADDRESS;
          )
 |
          GOTO LABEL0PER
          (OPCODE = 1;
           OPC2 = 5;
           ADDR = MMADDRESS;
          )
 |
          ;
 |
one:     (OPC2 = 6;)
 |
     IR    (OPC2 = 7;)
 |
 |
two:     "0"    (I = 0;)
 |
     "1"    (I = 1;)
 |
     "2"    (I = 2;)
 |
     "3"    (I = 3;)
 |
     "4"    (I = 4;)
 |
     "5"    (I = 5;)
 |
     "6"    (I = 6;)
 |
     "7"    (I = 7;)
 |
     ":"    (I = 8;)
 |
     "9"    (I = 9;)
 |
     "1" "0" (I = 10;)
 |
     "1" "1" (I = 11;)
 |
     "1" "2" (I = 12;)
 |
     "1" "3" (I = 13;)
 |
     "1" "4" (I = 14;)
 |
     "1" "5" (I = 15;)
 |
     "1" "6" (I = 16;)
 |
     "1" "7" (I = 17;)
 |
     "1" "8" (I = 18;)
 |
     "1" "9" (I = 19;)
 |
     "2" "0" (I = 20;)
 |
     "2" "1" (I = 21;)
 |
     "2" "2" (I = 22;)
 |
     "2" "3" (I = 23;)
 |
     ;

%%
 |
   MBR "=" MBR EDR "-" "1" (OPCODE = 1);
     IN1 = 3;
     IN2 = 2;
}
DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 3, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0, ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(MBR, IN1, 14:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE, MBR, IR, X,
    AUX, INREG, CUTREG, MPR, TPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 4, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0, ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(CIR, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,}
DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 5, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(x, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 6, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(aux, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 7, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(mar, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 8, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(opr, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 9, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(stk, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 10, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(cfr, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 11, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(count, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 12, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
  ALUF = 0;
  SELECT(pc, IN1, 13:
    CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
    MBR, IP, X,
    AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC)
}

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, OUT = 13, OPC1 = 0, IN2 = 0,
LUF = 0;
SELECTCOLTREG, IN1, 13:
CZERO, CONE, CMINUSONE,
MAR, IR, X,
AUX, INREG, OUTREG, MAR, DPR, STK, PC
)

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\text{PC} \leftarrow \text{PC} + \text{"1"} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 12; \\
&\text{IN2} = 1; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 0; \\
&\text{OUT} = 12; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{AUX} \leftarrow \text{AUX} - \text{AUX} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 5; \\
&\text{IN2} = 5; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 1; \\
&\text{OUT} = 5; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{DPR} \leftarrow \text{DPR} + \text{X} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 10; \\
&\text{IN2} = 5; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 0; \\
&\text{OUT} = 10; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{STK} \leftarrow \text{STK} - \text{"1"} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 11; \\
&\text{IN2} = 0; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 1; \\
&\text{OUT} = 11; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{MBR} \leftarrow \text{MAR} + \text{"1"} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 3; \\
&\text{IN2} = 1; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 0; \\
&\text{OUT} = 3; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{MBR} \leftarrow \text{MAR} - \text{AUX} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 3; \\
&\text{IN2} = 5; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 1; \\
&\text{OUT} = 3; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{MBR} \leftarrow \text{MBR} + \text{AUX} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 3; \\
&\text{IN2} = 5; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 0; \\
&\text{OUT} = 3; \\
&\}
\\
&\text{MAR} \leftarrow \text{STK} - \text{"1"} \quad \{\text{OPCODE} = 0; \\
&\text{IN1} = 11; \\
&\text{IN2} = 1; \\
&\text{OPC1} = 0; \\
&\text{OUT} = 9; \\
&\}
\end{aligned}
\]
Sic presents a microprogram to interpret a stack based instruction set. This instruction set is in Figure 4.

**Figure 4.** Sic's instruction set. Continued on the following page.

---

**One-Operand Instructions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Stack Length</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>LOAD M</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Load stack from memory location M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>LDI c</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Load stack with constant c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>STORE M</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Store tos to memory location M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>BR M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to location M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>BPL M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if tos is &gt; or = zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>BMI M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if tos is &lt; zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>BZE M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if tos is = zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>BRSUB M</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Branch to M and save return address on stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>BXPL M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if X is &gt; or = zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>BXMI M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if X is &lt; zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0A</td>
<td>BXZE M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Branch to M if X is = zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0B</td>
<td>LDX M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Load X from memory location M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0C</td>
<td>LDXI c</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Load X with constant c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0D</td>
<td>INPUT M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Input value from file DATA to location M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0E</td>
<td>OUTPUT M</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Output value from location M to file RES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Zero-Operand Instructions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Stack Length</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Add 2 top-most values of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Subtract tos from value next below tos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>AND</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>AND 2 top-most values of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>OR 2 top-most values of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>EOR</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Excl. OR 2 top-most values of stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>COMP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Complement tos (one's complement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>SHL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Shift left tos by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>SHR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Shift right tos by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>TXS</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>Transfer X to tos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>TSX</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Transfer tos to X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>INX</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Increment X by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>DEX</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Decrement X by one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>RET</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Return from subroutine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>POP</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>Discard tos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2E</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Terminate execution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 4. 810's instruction set.*
The microprogram that interprets this instruction set is in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Microprogram presented by SIC to interpret the instruction set in Figure 4. Continued on the next page.
| 111 | 60 | 432300 | GRZERO | EDR | MDR,-1,MOR |
| 112 | 6E | 031300 | ADD | MDR,1,MOR |
| 113 | 6F | 617062 | BMOR | 23,BR |
| 114 | 70 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 115 | 71 | 003000 | BRSUB | ADD | PC,0,MOR |
| 116 | 72 | 1B1800 | SUB | STK,1,STK |
| 117 | 73 | 006002 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;W |
| 118 | 74 | 0A0000 | ADD | OPR,0,PC |
| 119 | 75 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 120 | 76 | 050300 | BXPL | ADD | X,0,MOR |
| 121 | 77 | 617062 | BMOR | 23,BR |
| 122 | 78 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 123 | 79 | 050300 | BXMI | ADD | X,0,MOR |
| 124 | 7A | 617000 | BMOR | 23,FETCH |
| 125 | 7B | 500062 | BR | FETCH |
| 126 | 7C | 050300 | BZZE | ADD | X,0,MOR |
| 127 | 7D | 067060 | BMOR | 23,GRZERO |
| 128 | 7E | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 129 | 7F | 0A0901 | LDX | ADD | OPR,0,MAR;R |
| 130 | 80 | 050300 | ADD | MDR,0,X |
| 131 | 81 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 132 | 82 | 040500 | LDH | ADD | OPR,0,X |
| 133 | 83 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 134 | 84 | 070300 | INPUT | ADD | IN,0,MOR |
| 135 | 85 | 0A0902 | ADD | OPR,0,MAR;W |
| 136 | 86 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 137 | 87 | 0A0901 | OUTPUT | ADD | OPR,0,MAR;R |
| 138 | 88 | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,OUT |
| 139 | 89 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 140 | 8A | 080901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 141 | 8B | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,AUX |
| 142 | 8C | 0B1600 | ADD | STK,1,STK |
| 143 | 8D | 0B0901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 144 | 8E | 036302 | ADD | MDR,AUX,MOR;W |
| 145 | 8F | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 146 | 90 | 0B0901 | SUB | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 147 | 91 | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,AUX |
| 148 | 92 | 0B1600 | ADD | STK,1,STK |
| 149 | 93 | 0B0901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 150 | 94 | 136302 | SUB | MDR,AUX,MOR;W |
| 151 | 95 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 152 | 96 | 0B0901 | AND | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 153 | 97 | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,AUX |
| 154 | 98 | 0B1600 | ADD | STK,1,STK |
| 155 | 99 | 0B0901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 156 | 9A | 236302 | AND | MDR,AUX,MOR;W |
| 157 | 9B | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 158 | 9C | 0B0901 | OR | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 159 | 9D | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,AUX |
| 160 | 9E | 0B1600 | ADD | STK,1,STK |
| 161 | 9F | 0B0901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 162 | A0 | 336302 | OR | MDR,AUX,MOR;W |
| 163 | A1 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 164 | A2 | 0B0901 | EOR | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 165 | A3 | 030600 | ADD | MDR,0,AUX |
| 166 | A4 | 0B1600 | ADD | STK,1,STK |
| 167 | A5 | 0B0901 | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 168 | A6 | 436302 | EOR | MDR,AUX,MOR;W |
| 169 | A7 | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 170 | AB | 0B0901 | COMP | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 171 | AA | 432302 | EOR | MDR,-1,MOR;W |
| 172 | AB | 500000 | BR | FETCH |
| 173 | AC | 0B0901 | SHL | ADD | STK,0,MAR;R |
| 174 | AD | 030312 | ADD | MDR,0,MOR;SHL |
Using the GPL microassembler a microprogram was written that duplicates the microprogram presented by Mic. Figure 5 is the GPL microprogram.

START:
FETCH:  MAP = PC, RD;
        IP = MBP;
        PC = PC + 1;
        OR = MAP;
        AUX = AUX - AUX;
        IF BIT(IP, 17) GOTO ONEOPR;
        IF BIT(IP, 16) GOTO I21;
        IF BIT(IP, 15) GOTO I22;
        GOTO NEW38;
I22:   IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I221;
        IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I2212;
        IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW36;
        GOTO NEW37;
I2212: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW34;
        GOTO NEW35;
I2211: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW32;
        GOTO NEW32;
I2211: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW20;
        GOTO NEW31;
I2:    IF BIT(IP, 15) GOTO I21;
        IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I212;
        IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I2122;
        IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO HALT;
        GOTO NEW27;
I2122: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO RET;
        GOTO POP;
I212:  IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I2121;
        IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO INX;
        GOTO DEX;
I2121: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO TXS;
        GOTO TSX;
I21:   IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I211;
        IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I2112;
        IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO SHL;
        GOTO SHR;
I2112: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO EXOR;
        GOTO CMP;
I211:  IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I2111;
        IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO A;
        GOTO OR;
I2111: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO ADD;
        GOTO SUB;
ONEOP: IF BIT(IP, 20) GOTO IR;
        OR = OR + X;

IX:    IF BIT(IP, 21) GOTO IXDONE;
MA* = 0.23; op? vs 1
GOTO 3k;
"I XDONE: IF BIT(IP, 16) GOTO I1;
IF BIT(IP, 15) GOTO I2;
GOTO NEW17;
II2: IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I121;
IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I1212;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW16;
GOTO NEW17;
I1212: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW14;
GOTO NEW16;
I1211: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO I1211;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW12;
GOTO NEW13;
I1211: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO NEW12;
GOTO NEW11;
I1: IF BIT(IP, 15) GOTO I11;
IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I112;
IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I1122;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO OUTPUT;
GOTO NEW12;
I1112: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO LXI;
GOTO INPUT;
I112: IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I1121;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO BX12;
GOTO LXI;
I1121: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO BXPL;
GOTO BXMI;
I11: IF BIT(IP, 14) GOTO I111;
IF BIT(IP, 13) GOTO I1112;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO FZE;
GOTO BRSUB;
I1112: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO PPL;
GOTO BMI;
I111: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO I1111;
IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO STER;
GOTO BRANCH;
I1111: IF BIT(IP, 12) GOTO LOAD;
GOTO LOI;
LOAD: MAP = GPR, RD;
STK = STK - 1;
MAR = STK, WR;
GOTO FETCH;
LOI: MAR = GPR;
STK = STK - 1;
MAR = STK, WR;
GOTO FETCH;
STER: MAR = STK, RD;
MAR = GPR, WR;
STK = STK + 1;
GOTO FETCH;
BRANCH: PC = GPR;
GOTO FETCH;
BPL:  MAR = STK, RD;
      IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO BRANCH;
      GOTO FETCH;

SMI:  MAR = STK, RD;
      IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO FETCH;
      GOTO BRANCH;

SIE:   MAR = STK, RD;
       IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO GZERO;
       GOTO FETCH;

GZERO: MAR = MAR XOR -1;
       MAR = MAR + 1;
       IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO BRANCH;
       GOTO FETCH;

SRSUB: MBF = PC;
       STK = STK - 1;
       MAR = STK, WR;
       PC = OPR;
       GOTO FETCH;

BXPL:  MBP = X:
       IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO BRANCH;
       GOTO FETCH;

BXMI:  MBR = X:
       IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO FETCH;
       GOTO BRANCH;

BXIE:  MAR = X:
       IF BIT(MBR, 23) GOTO GZERO;
       GOTO FETCH;

L0X:   MAR = OPR, RD;
       X = MBP;
       GOTO FETCH;

LEXI:  X = OPR;
       GOTO FETCH;

INPUT: MAR = INREG;
       MAR = OPR, WR;
       GOTO FETCH;

OUTPUT: MAR = OPR, RD;
        OUTREG = MAR;
        GOTO FETCH;

ADD:   MAR = STK, RD;
        AUX = MAR;
        STK = STK + 1;
        MAR = STK, RD;
        MAR = MAR + AUX, WR;
        GOTO FETCH;

SUB:    MAR = STK, RD;
        AUX = MAR;
        STK = STK + 1;
        MAR = STK, RD;
        MAR = MAR - AUX, WR;
        GOTO FETCH;

A:      MAR = STK, RD;
        AUX = MAR;
        STK = STK + 1;
MAP = STK, RD;
MAR = MBR + AUX, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

EXG:  MAR = STK, RD;
AUX = MAR;
STK = STK + 1;
MAR = STK, RD;
MBR = MBR + AUX, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

EXDR: MAR = STK, RD;
AUX = MBR;
STK = STK + 1;
MAR = STK, RD;
MAR = MBR + AUX, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

CCMP: MAR = STK, RD;
MBR = MBR + 1, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

SML:  MAR = STK, RD;
MBR = MBR, LSHIFT, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

SHR:  MAR = STK, RD;
MBR = MBR, PSHIFT, WR;
GOTO FETCH;

TXS:  MAR = STK - 1;
MBR = X, WR;
STK = STK - 1;
GOTO FETCH;

TSS:  MAR = STK, RD;
X = MBR;
STK = STK + 1;
GOTO FETCH;

INX:  X = X + 1;
GOTO FETCH;

DEX:  X = X - 1;
GOTO FETCH;

RET:  MAR = STK, RD;
STK = STK + 1;
PC = MAR;
GOTO FETCH;

POP:  STA = STK + 1;
GOTO FETCH;

HALT: GOTO END;
NEW11: GOTO END;
NEW12: GOTO END;
NEW13: GOTO END;
NEW14: GOTO END;
NEW15: GOTO END;
NEW16: GOTO END;
NEW17: GOTO END;
NEW18: GOTO END;
NEW19: GOTO END;
NEW20: GOTO END;
NEW21: GOTO END;
The control memory resulting from the input of this microprogram was used with the simulator to successfully execute programs written using the stack based instruction set. Figure 5 is a sample program that finds the maximum of 5 integers.

```
LN LOC OBJECT SOURCE-PROGRAM
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1  000  00004   LDXI  4   **PRESET x TO 5 ITERAT.
2  001  100012  NEXTIN INPUT A,X   **READ 5 NUMBERS
3  002  028000  DEX   **INTO ARRAY A
4  003  008001  BXPL NEXTIN
5  004  000004  LDXI  4   **PRESET x TO 5 ITERAT.
6  005  100012  LOAD A,X   **MAKE LAST EL. OF A TO
7  006  002017  STORE MAX   **CURRENT MAX
8  007  028000  NEXTNO DEX   **IF ALL ELEMENTS
9  008  000010  BXMI OUTPUT   *PROCESSED-OUTPUT MAX
10  009  000017  LOAD MAX   **COMPARE MAX TO
11  00A  100012  LOAD A,X   **CURR. EL. OF A
12  00B  021000  SUB   *
13  00C  004007  BPL NEXTNO   **IF MAX GREATER-CONT.
14  00D  100012  LOAD A,X   **ELSE OVERWRITE MAX
15  00E  002017  STORE MAX   *WITH CURR.EL. OF A
16  00F  003007  BR NEXTNO   **REPEAT FOR NEXT EL.
17  010  000017  OUTPUT OUTPUT MAX
18  011  02E000  HALT
19  012  000000  A BLOCK 5   **ARRAY A
20  017  000000  MAX BLOCK 1   **CURRENT MAXIMUM

*** ASSEMBLY COMPLETED ***
0 ERRORS DETECTED
```

Figure 6. Sample assembly language program run by the simulator.
APPENDIX 1: RESERVED WORDS

The following lists contain the reserved words of HDL and MPL. It is suggested that reserved MPL words not be redefined in an HDL program and reserved HDL words not be redefined in an MPL program.

A. HDL RESERVED WORDS.

These words should not be redefined in an HDL program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BEGIN</th>
<th>ENUM</th>
<th>INITIALIZATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUM</td>
<td>IF</td>
<td>ELSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWITCH</td>
<td>CASE</td>
<td>DEFAULT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BREAK</td>
<td>RETURN</td>
<td>EQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>GT</td>
<td>GE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td>AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>EOR</td>
<td>NOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>OIV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>SELECT1</td>
<td>SELECT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT3</td>
<td>SELECT4</td>
<td>DEFINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONSTANTS</td>
<td>MICROENGINE</td>
<td>FORMATS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMAT1</td>
<td>FORMAT2</td>
<td>FORMAT3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>CMEM</td>
<td>CFUNCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VARS</td>
<td>INCLUDED</td>
<td>MAKEFILES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEFINES</td>
<td>OPCODE</td>
<td>BAND 3BP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. MPL RESERVED WORDS

The following list contains the reserved words of MPL. These words should not be redefined in an MPL program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOTO</th>
<th>SEMANTICS</th>
<th>SELECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEST</td>
<td>LSHIFT</td>
<td>RSHIFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>BAND</td>
<td>RO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td>CONT</td>
<td>CONTFORMAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THEN</td>
<td>OPCODE</td>
<td>BAND</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2: SYNTAX OF MCL AND MPL.

MPL SYNTAX

program::= list

list::= list & a BEGIN block define_Cfunc definea_formats
define_parts define_memory
definicnits define_rtn & a

define_formats::= FORMATS format_descr & a

format_descr::= formatnum : < NUM > = OPCODE , format_specs & a

| format_descr formatnum : < NUM > = OPCODE , format_specs & a

formatnum::= FORMATI | FORMAT2 | FORMAT3 | FORMAT4

format_specs::= < NUM > = expr

| format_specs , < NUM > = expr

def_inits::= INITIALIZATIONS

| init_list & a

init_list::= id = NUM & a

| id [ NUM ] = NUM & a

| init_list id = NUM & a

| init_list id [ NUM ] = NUM & a

define_memory::= MEMORY memspecs & a

memspecs::= < NUM > < NUM > = memname & a

< NUM > < NUM > = memname & a

memname::= MEM | CMEM

define_Cfunc::= CFUNCTIONS

List @

List::= makefiles defines defines makefiles includes includes makefiles

| includes defines

| includes defines makefiles

| vars

| vars makefiles

| vars defines

| vars defines makefiles
vars includes
vars includes makesfiles
vars includes defines
vars includes defines makesfiles

vars::=  \< vars >
includes::= \< includes >
defines::= \< defines >
makefiles::= \< makefiles >
define_parts::= parts parts_list
parts_list::=  \< num > - name_list:
                parts_list \< num > = name_list:
name_list::= expr
            name_list , expr
define_rts::= MICROENGINE ( rts_list )
rts_list::= st
            label st
            rts_list st
            rts_list label st
label::= id:
st::= compound_st
     ( )
     expr:
     if ( expr ) st:
     switch ( expr ) st:
     case const_expr : st:
     default : st:
    break;
    return;
    select ( selectlist );
    ;
select::= SELECT1
        SELECT2
        SELECT3
        SELECT4
selectlist::= primary , primary , idlist
idlist::= num : primary
         idlist , primary
s::=  
   |  ELSE s

compound_st::=  { st_list }

st_list::=  st
   |  st st_list

expr::=  
   |  primary
   |  expr binop expr
   |  expr = expr
   |  lvalue = expr
   |  unop expr

primary::=  lvalue
   |  const_expr
   |  ( expr )
   |  primary [ expr ]
   |  primary ( expr )
lvalue::=  id

const_expr::=  NUM

binop::=  EQ
   |  GT
   |  GE
   |  LT
   |  LE
   |  NE
   |  AND
   |  OR
   |  BAND
   |  BOR
   |  EO
   |  &
   |  \\
   |  +
   |  -
   |  DIV
   |  SL
   |  SR

unop::=  WJT

id::=  ID
   |  MEM
   |  CMEM
   |  NPCODE
SYNTAX of MPL.

program::= list

list::=
  list define_test rt

define_test::= DEFINE TEST {
  
  rt::=
  | pname " " pname semantics
  | pname " " pname op num semantics
  | pname " " pname op " " num semantics
  | pname " " pname op pnam semantics
  | RC semantics
  | WR semantics
  | LSHIFT semantics
  | RSHIFT semantics
  | pname " " LSHIFT " ( " pname " ) " semantics
  | pname " " LSHIFT " ( " pnam op pnam " ) " semantics
  | pname " " RSHIFT " ( " pnam " ) " semantics
  | pnam " " RSHIFT " ( " pnam op pnam " ) " semantics
  | pnam " " SAND " ( " pnam " , " pnam " ) " semantics
  | pnam " " SCR " ( " pnam " , " pnam " ) " semantics
  | pnam " " INV " ( " pnam " ) " semantics
  | pnam " " INV " ( " pnam " ) " op pnam semantics
  | IF pnam goto num semantics
  | IF pnam goto id semantics
  | GOTO num semantics
  | GOTO id semantics
  | DEFINE SEMANTICS {
    const SELECT
    ( pnam , pnam , num : plist )
  }.
  
  rt| RC semantics
  rt| WR semantics
  rt| LSHIFT semantics
  rt| RSHIFT semantics
  rt| pnam " " LSHIFT " ( " pnam " ) " semantics
  rt| pnam " " LSHIFT " ( " pnam op pnam " ) " semantics
  

\begin{verbatim}
num::= NUM | num NUM | " NUM " | num " NUM 
const::= CONSTANTS : OPCODE = num ; | CONSTANTS : OPCODE = num , clist ;
clist::= pname = num | clist , pname = num
plist::= pname | clist , pname
pname::= id
op::= " + " | " - " | AND | OR | FDR | BAND | FOR
semantics::= \{ OPCODE = num ; descr \}
descr::= id = num ; | id [ num ] = num ; | CONT ; CONT = num ;
descr id = num ; | descr id [ num ] = num ;
\end{verbatim}
id: ID
APPENDIX 3: AN EXAMPLE PROCESSOR.

This section contains an example microarchitecture that is specified and designed using AMISS.

1. SPECIFICATIONS OF SAMPLE ARCHITECTURE.

For the purpose of example, we will design a small processor with a minimum of elements and a vertically encoded control word. This processor will be a smaller version of the one described by Tannenbaum [6]. It will be a 16-bit machine having 8 registers designated AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, and TIP. Each of these will be able to feed two internal busses that we will call the ABUS and the BBUS. The two busses will feed two latches that will capture the data from the busses, the ALATCH and the BLATCH. We will call the arithmetic unit the ALU and assign two input ports to it, ALUPORT1 and ALUPORT2. While the ALATCH feeds ALUPORT2 directly, the BLATCH will feed a multiplexer that we will call the AMUX. There will be two registers that function in main memory accesses, the MAR and the MBR. The other input to the AMUX will be the MBR. The AMUX will select whether the ALUPORT1 is fed from the ABUS or from the MBR. We will allow the MAR to be fed directly from the BBUS. In the microenginer description, functions will be assigned to the ALU. For now, let us just assume that the ALU has the ability to act on its input and to derive an output. Let us assign the ability to keep track of the status of the result of an ALU function in some status bits that we will call NSIT, ZBIT, CBIT, and VBIT. We will assign a SHIFTER to our architecture that is fed by the the ALU. The SHIFTER will feed a CAS which is connected to each of the original registers. We will also allow the SHIFTER to feed the MBR. Finally, AMISS requires that the designer explicitly name the microprogram counter as part of his architecture and that it be named MPC. So our last part is the MPC.

The AMISS specification for the elements of a microarchitecture requires that widths be assigned to all elements. For example, to specify 3 registers that are 16-bit wide
named A, B, C and 1 that are 8 bits wide, named X, Y, Z, the following would be required:

\[ <1> = A, B, C; \]
\[ <2> = X, Y, Z; \]

Note carefully the syntax of the parts specification.

The AMISS specification for our processor is:

\[ <1> = AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR, \]
\[ ALUPORT1, ALUPORT2, ALU, \]
\[ MAR, MDR, cmux, \]
\[ SHIFTER, \]
\[ ABUS, EBUS, CBUS; \]
\[ <2> = MPC; \]
\[ <1> = NBIT, ZBIT, COIT, VBIT; \]

IMPORTANT: we could list as many parts as we want (up to 39) and name them anything we want but one of them must be the MPC.

It will be helpful for later debugging purposes to draw a black box diagram containing the elements of our processor. This diagram is in Figure 1.1.
FIGURE 1.1
Block diagram of example processor. No parts for control logic, etc. decoders, are included. The firmware program will become the control logic.
Now that we have described the processor, let us consider a format for the control memory that will control the opening and closing of the gates in the processor. This requires that we first determine how we wish our register transfers to occur. While we do not have to write our hardware descriptor at this point, we must consider how we would like to control the data paths in our processor.

We will call the model upon which to base our control word its format, and since our processor is to be a vertically controlled one, we will attempt to define our control word using just one control word format. This process involves dividing our format into however many fields it takes to control our register transfers. In the AMISS system, this is done by assigning names and widths to the fields. The AMISS system requires that the first field in any format be named the OPCODE. Since all field names must be unique, the name OPCODE cannot be used again within one format description. Let us now consult the diagram of our processor. (FIG. 1.1) Note that we have 3 registers, any of which may feed either the ABUS or the BBUS. In that 3 bits can encode 8 different things, we will assign one field in the control word to control the feeding of the ABUS and one field to the BBUS, each 3 bits wide. Let us name the fields ACNTRL and BCNTRL. The next control point to consider is the AMUX. Since the AMUX has 2 inputs, we can control it using 1 bit. We will call this field the AMUXCNTRL. Likewise, only 1 bit is required to control the feeding of the MAR from the ABUS, the MARCNTRL. Let us say that our ALU has the ability to perform four functions. (We will define them later.) These can be encoded in 2 bits by a field that we will call ALUF. Our next control point is the SHIFTER. We will allow 2 bits in the control word to control 4 possible shifter functions and call the field SHCNTRL. Next we will assign the ability to control the feeding of the 8 registers of our processor from the CBUS to a 3 bit field called CBNTRL. Also, we will include an enable field that will control whether the gates between the CBUS and the registers will be allowed to be opened. This requires 1 bit and will be encoded in the field called ENC. Since our
processor will want to be able to access main memory, we will designate two 1 bit fields in our control word for this purpose, the READ field and the WRITE field. (This also could be done with one field two bits wide.) Next we will assign a 1 bit field called the MEMCNTL that will control the feeding of the MIX from the output of the SHIFTER. The last fields to consider are those that serve in the process of deciding how the address of the next control word to be fetched from control memory will be determined. We will need a field in the control word that contains the address to be jumped to in the case that some condition is met. We will also need a field to encode the possible conditions. We will call the former the ADCRF and the latter the COND field. The width of the ADCRF will be determined by the maximum size of our control memory. Let us now decide that that size is 256 words. Thus our ADCRF will have to be 8 bits wide to hold 256 possible addresses. Finally, we will allow the testing of 4 possible conditions so COND will need 2 bits.

The AMISS grammar to describe our control word format requires that we give the format a name that consists of the keyword FORMAT followed by number and a colon, thus "FORMAT":. (If there were a second format it would be "FORMAT2":, and so on up to a maximum of 4 formats.) Also, we must assign the width of the fields and associate them with the field name as, for example, "<5> = FIELDNAME". Fieldnames are separated by commas, and the end of a single format description is signaled by a semicolon. So our field description is:

```
FORMAT:  
<2> = OPCODE,  
<6> = ADCRF,  
<8> = MEMCNTL,  
<3> = CNTL,  
<4> = CNTRL,  
<5> = CNTL,  
<1> = ENC,  
<1> = WRITE,  
<1> = READ,  
<2> = ALUF,  
<1> = AMUXCNTL,  
<1> = MARCNTL,  
<1> = MRRCNTL,  
<2> = SHCNTL,  
<2> = COND;
```
Next we will assign dimensions to main memory and control memory. We have already determined that our control memory is to be 256 words long and that each word needs 31 bits (the sum of the field widths). Let us say that our main memory is 1024 words long and 16 bits wide. Using the AMISS keywords CMEM and MLM the memory specification is:

\[
\begin{align*}
<256>\times<31> &= \text{CMEM;} \\
<1024>\times<16> &= \text{MLM;}
\end{align*}
\]

AMISS initially sets all elements of the microarchitecture to hold values of zero. It is possible to initialize elements to whatever values we wish. This would be desirable if there were elements that were to hold constant values for testing purposes or for incrementing. Since the interface to AMISS is in hexadecimal notation, any initializations must be in hex. A hex constant in C is written \(\text{\texttt{0x}}\)hhh... , where h is a hex digit. For example, to set part A to decimal 15 we would say "A = Oxff;". If we had a register named CYMINUS that was to hold \(-1\), we would set "CYMINUS = Oxffff;", the 16-bit 2's complement hexadecimal representation of \(-1\). Note that the hex digit "f" is lower case. Hex numbers are input as lower case, whereas all other input to AMISS except use of the CFUNCTIONS utility must be uppercase. In our example, we will specify that register CONE is 1. Also, we will set the AMASK register to fff. (we will discuss why later.) The AMISS specification for this is

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CONE} &= 1; \\
\text{AMASK} &= \text{Oxffff;}
\end{align*}
\]

Initializations are optional.

The last thing that we will include in our specification is the declaration of a few variables. The reason for doing this is that it is often necessary in describing the register transfers (the actual hardware simulator) to save the results of an assignment statement temporarily so that it can be later tested. We might not want to declare a specific part to save the results so as to avoid "cluttering up" the hardware. While this might decrease the authenticity of the
simulator, it can make it easier to use and to debug. For this purpose, we will include two integer variables named temp and temp2. These are declared as C variables with the following syntax:

```c
< VARS int temp, temp2; >
```

Declaring variables is optional. Note that the AMISS grammar elements "< VARS" and ">">" surround the C programming language specification for declaring two integer variables: int temp, temp2; (Another option here would be to declare the names of any other files that we might wish to include in the final simulator. Suppose, for example, we wished to have an input interface to our simulator. We could write a file called input.c that contained a C routine that prompted for input. We would list the name of the file as a C object file, filename.o, in a section after the VARS section as such:

```c
< VARS int temp1, temp2; >
< MAKEFILES input.o >
```

In any MAKEFILES file, the first statement must be: `\#include "vars_defines.h"` if any reference to a partname is made in the file. The input.c might be:

```c
\#include "vars_defines.h"

input()
{
  printf("USER INPUT REQUIRED HERE: ");
  scanf("%d", &r0);
}
```

partname specified in the parts section of the HUL description is a valid C variable of type integer and storage class extern. Thus "r0" in the printf statement above is the part named R0 in our architecture."

Now we will put all the parts together into a specification that is acceptable to AMISS. AMISS requires that certain keywords and tokens appear within the specification and that the parts of the specification be listed in a specific order. A formal description of the syntax acceptable to AMISS is found in Appendix C. It should suffice here to simply study the assembled
specification that we developed above to see how the parts fit together. A few points to note:

1. A specification starts off with a `# BEGIN;`

2. Each section starts off with a `#` followed by an AMISS keyword, as in "# FORMATS;"

3. The way in which the sections are ordered is as required by AMISS, thus the "# PARTS" section must immediately follow "# FORMATS" section.

4. Comments are allowed only AFTER the "# BEGIN" statement; the grammar for a comment is that of the C programming language: `/* comment here */`.

5. AMISS does not care about white space.

6. The specification is all UPPER CASE except for setting constants in hex in the "# INITIALIZATIONS" section, and declarations occurring within the "# CFUNCTIONS" section.

7. IMPORTANT: We included a part named MPC.

```plaintext
# BEGIN
/*
this is the description of a simple processor based on one described by Tannenbaum */
/

/*
this is an optional section */

# CFUNCTIONS
<VARS int temp, temp2;>

/* here is a format description */

# FORMATS
FORMATS:
<2> = DPCODE,
<3> = ADDRF,
<3> = ACNTCL,
<3> = SCNTCL,
<3> = CCNTCL,
<1> = ENC,
<1> = WRITE,
<1> = READ,
<2> = ALUF,
```
3 PARTS

\[ <16> = AC, R1, R2, FC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR,\]
\[ SLATCH, SLATCH,\]
\[ ALUPORT1, ALUPORT2, ALU, MOR, MAR, AMUX,\]
\[ SHIFTER, ABUS, BRUS, CBUS;\]
\[ <9> = MPC;\]
\[ <1> = WA1T, WA1T, VBIT, CBIT;\]
\[ a MEMORY\]
\[ <236><31> = CMEM;\]
\[ <1024><16> = MEM;\]
\[ a INITIALIZATION:3\]
\[ CONE = 1;\]

2. THE REGISTER TRANSFERS

So far we have laid down the groundwork for our simulator by defining its parts and its control memory format. Our next task is to describe the actions of the hardware. That is, we must define in the form of a program exactly what register transfers will occur and when they will occur with respect to one another. This, of course, must be done within the limitations of the control word format that we have established. Also, it must be done within the rules of using AMISS. For this reason, it is helpful here to consider how the AMISS system interfaces with our hardware simulator.

Real processors are clock dependent devices. A single clock cycle is broken up into equal time divisions and the processor is able to carry out certain functions during each of the divisions. For two reasons, an important keyword in the AMISS grammar is SUBCYCLE. The first reason is that we wish to break up the functioning of our processor into subcycles and to allow only certain things to occur during each of the subcycles. Thus, our hardware program will contain statements like
IF ( SUBCYCLE == 1 ) {
  
  do something

  
}

The second reason that the use of the keyword SUBCYCLE is important is because the AMISS system itself utilizes it in generating the simulator and the program that provides the debugger user interface. So, at this point, let us decide that our processor will be based on a clock that is divided into 3 SUBCYCLES.

FIGURE 2.1 contains the diagram of our processor and a picture of our control word format. Referring to FIGURE 2.1, we will now consider how our processor will work.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CON</th>
<th>SCHR</th>
<th>ERKE</th>
<th>M3X</th>
<th>AMUX</th>
<th>ALU</th>
<th>READ</th>
<th>WRIT</th>
<th>ENC</th>
<th>CCNT</th>
<th>BCNT</th>
<th>ACNT</th>
<th>ADDR</th>
<th>OPC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 2.1. Control word format; numbers indicate field widths.
Figure 2.1b. The processor.

Let us decide that during the first SUBCYCLE data will be allowed to pass from any of the 8 registers within the register file, be latched by the two latches, and sent to the the MAR and the aluports via the ABUS and BSUS. Note the word allowed. What actually occurs depends upon the value of the fields in the control word. The fields to consider in controlling the feeding of the buses are the ACNTRL and BCNTRL. Thus, if ACNTRL contains a 2, that is, a binary 010, register R2 will be gated onto the ABUS. If BCNTRL contains a 5, a 101, register COME will be gated onto the BSUS. This encoding could be described by a series of IF statements of the form:

\[
\text{IF (ACNTRL EQ 0 ) ABUS = AC; } \\
\text{IF (ACNTRL EQ 1 ) ABUS = R1; } \\
\vdots \\
\text{IF (ACNTRL EQ 7 ) ABUS = TIR; }
\]
A second alternative would be to use the
AMISS switch statement:

```
switch (acntrl) {
  case 0: abus = ac; break;
  case 1: abus = r1; break;
  ...
  case 7: abus = tip; break;
}
```

A third choice is to use the AMISS SELECT1
statement:

```
select1(abus, acntrl, 3: ac, r1, r2, pc, amask, cone, ir, tip);
```

Actually, the SELECT statement is converted
to a switch statement by AMISS. While the
reason for using SELECTS might not be
apparent here, it probably would be if our
processor had many more elements or if it
were horizontally encoded. In these cases,
switch statements could be quite long and
tedious to write. The data on the busses is
next latched by the ALATCH and BLATCH. This
can be described simply by:

```
alatch = abus;
blatch = abus;
```

Next, we will test the 1 bit MARCNTRL field
to determine if the MAR is to be fed from the
B3US. Also, we will test the 1 bit AMUXCNTRL
to determine if the output of the the AMUX
will be its MBR input or its ALATCH input:

```
if (marcntlrel eq 1) mar = b3us;
if (amuxcntrel eq 1) amux = mbr; else amux = alatch;
```

Next we will set the the aluports to data on
their inputs:

```
aluport1 = amux;
aluport2 = blatch;
```

At this point, in the form of a program, all
the register transfers that we had decided to
allow during the first subcycle have been
tested for. Now we will enclose the program
segment within a final enabling statement
that ensures that this portion of our
hardware is executed only when it is supposed
to be. We will use the keyword SUBCYCLE to
do this:

IF ( SUBCYCLE EQ 1 ) {

SELECTKBUS, ACNTRL, 8:
AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR ;

SELECTKBBUS, 3CNTRL, 9:
AC, P1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR ;

ALATCH = ABUS;
BLATCH = ABUS;

IF ( MARCNTRL EQ 1 ) MAR = BBUUS;
IF ( AMUXCNTRL EQ 1 ) AMUX = MBR; ELSE AMUX = ALATCH;

ALUPORT1 = AMUX;
ALUPORT2 = BLATCH;

} /* end of subcycle1 register transfers */

Now we will consider the activities of the second subcycle. In SUBCYCLE 1 we will:
allow the ALU to act on its inputs; set the status bits NAIT, ZAIT, CBIT, and VAIT according to the result of the ALU, send the ALU output to the SHIFTER and allow the SHIFTER to shift. First we must assign functions to the ALU. Since we have allowed 2 bits in the control field ALUF, we can define 4 functions. We will allow the ALU to add, to bit-wise AND, to send the ALUPORT1 through, and to complement ALUPORT1. When the processor exerts an ALU function according to the control field ALUF, the element ALU will contain the result. The encoding of the control field ALUF will be:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALUF</th>
<th>ALU Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>ALU = ALUPORT1 + ALUPORT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>ALU = ALUPORT1 AND ALUPORT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ALU = ALUPORT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ALU = - ALUPORT1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We will use a SWITCH statement to describe the ALU functions:

SWITCH ( ALUF ) {
CASE 0: ALU = ALUPORT1 + ALUPORT2; BREAK;
CASE 1: ALU = ALUPORT1 AND ALUPORT2; BREAK;
CASE 1: ALU = ALUPORT1; BREAK;
CASE 3: ALU = - ALUPORT1; BREAK;
}
Now we will consider how to set the four status bits, NBIT, ZBIT, CBIT, and VBIT. First, some definitions of how the status bits will work in our hardware will be helpful. Remember that our ALU is 16 bits wide. We will number its bits from 0 to 15. The NBIT is to be set to 1 if the result of an alu function is negative. The ZBIT is set if the results is zero. The CBIT will be set if the result yields an overflow out of bit 15 of the ALU. The VBIT is set if a carry occurs from bit 14 into bit 15 of the ALU. This will occur only when the data in ALU-PORT1 and ALU-PORT2 have the same sign and an addition results in data that cannot be represented in 16 bits. Remember, since all AMISS machines use 2's complement representation, a carry from bit 14 into bit 15 in a 16 bit ALU represents a sign change. In setting the status bits, we will make use of the two C variables that we declared in our specifications, TEMP, and TEMP2. The first thing to do is to reset all status bits to their default value, zero.

\[ \text{NBIT} = 0; \text{ZBIT} = 0; \text{VBIT} = 0; \text{CBIT} = 0; \]

Next, we will set variable TEMP to ALU. (NOTE: although we declared the variables in the CFUNCTIONS specifications in lower case letters, when we use them in the hardware description we must convert them to upper case.)

\[ \text{TEMP} = \text{ALU}; \]

To test whether the status bits should be set, we will use the C language bitwise and operator: &. (We could have specified AND instead of &; they are the same.) To test if the NBIT is to be set, we will & the variable TEMP with the hex constant 0x3000. This will mask all but the sign bit. If the result is not zero, then the sign bit is set in the ALU and we will set the NBIT.

\[ \text{TEMP2} = \text{TEMP} & 0x3000; \]
\[ \text{if} (\text{TEMP2} \neq 0) \text{NBIT} = 1; \]

To test if the CBIT is to be set, we will mask out the lower 16 bits of the ALU. If the result is not zero, then a carry must have occurred out of bit 15.

\[ \text{NBIT} = 0; \text{ZBIT} = 0; \text{VBIT} = 0; \text{CBIT} = 0; \]

Next, we will set variable TEMP to ALU. (NOTE: although we declared the variables in the CFUNCTIONS specifications in lower case letters, when we use them in the hardware description we must convert them to upper case.)

\[ \text{TEMP} = \text{ALU}; \]

To test whether the status bits should be set, we will use the C language bitwise and operator: &. (We could have specified AND instead of &; they are the same.) To test if the NBIT is to be set, we will & the variable TEMP with the hex constant 0x3000. This will mask all but the sign bit. If the result is not zero, then the sign bit is set in the ALU and we will set the NBIT.

\[ \text{TEMP2} = \text{TEMP} & 0x3000; \]
\[ \text{if} (\text{TEMP2} \neq 0) \text{NBIT} = 1; \]

To test if the CBIT is to be set, we will mask out the lower 16 bits of the ALU. If the result is not zero, then a carry must have occurred out of bit 15.
\[ \text{TEMP2} = \text{TEMP} \& 0xffff0000; \]
\[ \text{IF } (\text{TEMP2} \neq 0) \text{ ZBIT} = 1; \]

To test if the ZBIT we will mask with 0xffff.

\[ \text{TEMP2} = \text{TEMP} \& 0xffff; \]
\[ \text{IF } (\text{TEMP} \text{ EQ} 0) \text{ ZBIT} = 1; \]

We can test the for the ZBIT only by using the values that were originally input to the ALU. If they were of the same sign and the ALU is of a different sign, then overflow has occurred. We will use the \& boolean and operator &. (We could have used \&\&.)

\[ \text{IF } ((\text{ALUPORT1 GT 0}) \& (\text{ALUPORT2 GT 0})) \]
\[ \text{IF } (\text{NEBIT NE 0}) \text{ ZBIT} = 1; \]
\[ \text{IF } ((\text{ALUPORT1 LT 0}) \& (\text{ALUPORT2 LT 0})) \]
\[ \text{IF } (\text{ZBIT NE 1}) \text{ ZBIT} = 1; \]

There are certainly other ways to write the code to determine now to set the status bits, including adding more parts to the hardware rather than using temporary variables. Now we will feed the SHIFTER from the ALU and allow the SHIFTER to shift. This will end SUBCYCLE 2.

\[ \text{SHIFTER} = \text{ALU}; \]
\[ \text{SWITCH } (\text{SHCNTRL}) \{ \]
\[ \text{CASE 1: SHIFTER SL 1; BREAK; } \]
\[ \text{CASE 2: SHIFTER SR 1; BREAK; } \]
\[ \text{DEFAULT; BREAK; } \]
\[ \} \]

Note that we used only three of the bits set aside for field SHCNTRL. One case, the DEFAULT, represents no shift. "SL" is a keyword representing SHIFTLEFT (the C equivalent is >>=), and "SR" is SHIFTRIGHT (<<=). SHIFTER SR 1 shifts the data in the SHIFTER one bit to the right. (There is no way to directly crap that shifted out bit in AMISS, although we could write some code to do so.) We will enclose our register transfers for subcycle 1 inside an IF statement and the subcycle will be:

\[ \text{IF } (\text{SUBCYCLE EQ 2}) \{ \]
\[ \text{SWITCH } (\text{ALUF}) \{ \]
\[ \text{CASE 0: ALU = ALUPORT1 + ALUPORT2; BREAK; } \]
\[ \text{CASE 1: ALU = ALUPORT1 AND ALUPORT2; BREAK; } \]
\[ \text{CASE 2: ALU = ALUPORT1; BREAK; } \]
During the third subcycle we will allow
the following: sending the output of the
SHIFTER onto the CAUS; feeding any of the 3
registers in the register file from the CAUS
according to the value of the CCNTRL field if
the enable field ENC is set; feeding the MBR
from the CAUS if the MBRCCNTRL is set; reading
and writing main memory according to the READ
and WRITE fields; and setting the micropro-
gram counter to its new value depending upon
whether a condition encoded in the COND field
is met.

The first three of register transfers
show nothing new except that we use a
SELECT2. The SELECT2 works like the SELECT1
used previously except that the parts listed
after the ': ' are fed from the first named
element in the statement. Thus, translate
the SELECT2 used below as:

```c
SWITCH (CCNTRL) {
    CASE 0: AC = CBUS; BREAK;
    CASE 1: R1 = CAUS; BREAK;
    ...
    CASE 7: TIR = CBUS; BREAK;
}
```

Our code then will be:

```c
CAUS = SHIFTER;
IF (RNC EQ 1) {
    SELECT2(CBUS, CCNTRL, 8:
        AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR);
}
IF (M3PCNTRL EQ 1) MBR = CBUS;
```

The memory read and write statement must use
the AMISS keyword MEM and since memory is
treated as an array of integers in hexide-
cimal representation, to access it requires
that a statement specify an array element.

```c
IF (READ) MBR = MEM(MAR);
IF (WRITE) MEM(MAR) = MBR;
```

Finally, the last thing that must be done in
a description is to set the MPC (microprogram
counter) to its new value. It is required
that the keyword MPC be used and that the MPC
be changed as the last thing done in any com-
plete cycle. The reason for this is that
AMISS interprets the attempt to test a con-
trol word field to apply to the control word
pointed to by the current value of the MPC.
If the MPC is changed prior to the end of the
hardware description, and then an attempt is
made to test a control field, the correct
word will likely not be tested. We will set
the MPC according to the two status bits NSIT
and ISIT. Our control field is CONo, and the
field containing the next address if CONo is
met is ADDP.
```
SWITCH (COND) {
  CASE 0: MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
  CASE 1: IF (NOT EQ 1) MPC = ADDRF;
           ELSE MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
  CASE 2: IF (Z:E'EQ 1) MPC = ADDRF;
           ELSE MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
  CASE 3: MPC = ADDRF; BREAK;
}
```

Note here that in CASE 1 and CASE 2 an alternative to the IF has been provided by "ELSE MPC = MPC + 1;". Failure to provide for this is an easy thing to overlook and can be a debugging nightmare. If this is not done, the MPC won't be changed and the same control memory word will be tested again in the simulator.

We now can enclose the register transfers for SUBCYCLE 3 inside an IF statement, and assemble the three SUBCYCLES into one program. To the start of this program we preface the AMISS keywords "MICROENGINE" and a begin token "("; to the end we append an end token ")" and the keywords "END END". Now we can append the entire hardware description onto our original specification and we have described the processor so that AMISS can simulate it. The assembled program is as follows:
@ BEGIN
@ FUNCTIONS
    <VARS int temp, temp2;>
@ FORMATS
    FORMAT1:    <2> =PCODE,
                <2> = ADRT,
                <3> = ACNTL,
                <3> = ECTRL,
                <3> = CNTL,
                <1> = INC,
                <1> = WRITE,
                <1> = READ,
                <2> = ALUF,
                <1> = AMUXCNTL,
                <1> = MARCNTL,
                <1> = MBRCNTL,
                <2> = SHCNTL,
                <2> = ADDR;
@ PARTS
    <16> = AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR,
           ALATCH, SLATCH,
           ALOPORT1, ALOPORT2, ALU, MAR, MAR, AMUX,
           SHIFTER, AESUS, BESUS, CESUS;
    <12> = MPC;
    <1> = NBIT, ZBIT, VBIT, CBIT;
@ MEMORY
    <128><31> = CMEM;
    <1024><16> = MEM;
@ INITIALIZATIONS
    CONE = 1;
    AMASK = 0xffff;
@ MICROENGINE
    IF ( SUBCYCLE EQ 1 ) {
        SELECT1(AEUS, ACNTL, 3: AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR);
        SELECT1(AEUS, SCNTL, 3: AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR);
        ALATCH = AEUS;
        SLATCH = BEUS;
        IF ( MARCNTL EQ 1 ) MAR = SLATCH;
        IF ( AMUXCNTL EQ 1 ) AMUX = MAR; ELSE AMUX = ALATCH;
        ALOPORT1 = AMUX;
        ALOPORT2 = SLATCH;
    }
    IF ( SUBCYCLE EQ 2 ) {
        SWITCH (ALUF) {
            CASE 0: ALU = ALOPORT1 + ALOPORT2; BREAK;
            CASE 1: ALU = ALOPORT1 AND ALOPORT2; BREAK;
        }
    }
CASE 2: ALU = ALUPORT1; BREAK;
CASE 3: ALU = - ALUPORT1; BREAK;

NBIT = 0; ZBIT = 0; VBIT = 0; CBIT = 0;
TEMP = ALU;

TEMP2 = TEMP & 0x8000;
IF (TEMP2 NE 0) NBIT = 1;

TEMP2 = TEMP & 0xffffff0000;
IF (TEMP2 NE 0) CBIT = 1;

TEMP2 = TEMP & 0xffffff;
IF (TEMP2 EQ 0) ZBIT = 1;

IF ((ALUPORT1 GT 0) & (ALUPORT2 GT 0))
  IF (NBIT NE 0) VBIT = 1;

IF ((ALUPORT1 LT 0) & (ALUPORT2 LT 0))
  IF (NBIT NE 1) VBIT = 1;

SHIFTER = ALU;

SWITCH (SHCNTRL) {
  CASE 1: SHIFTER SL 1; BREAK;
  CASE 2: SHIFTER SR 1; BREAK;
  DEFAULT: BREAK;
}

IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 3) {
  CBUS = SHIFTER;

  IF (ENC EQ 1) {
    SELECT(CBUS,CCNTRL,8: AC,R1,R2,PC,AMASK,CONE,IR,TIR);
  }

  IF (MERCNTRL EQ 1) MBR = CBUS;

  IF (READ) MBR = MEMEMAR;
  IF (WRITE) MEMEMAR = MBR;

  SWITCH (COND) {
    CASE 0: MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
    CASE 1: IF (NBIT EQ 1) MPC = ADDRF;
      ELSE MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
    CASE 2: IF (ZBIT EQ 1) MPC = ADDRF;
      ELSE MPC = MPC + 1; BREAK;
    CASE 3: MPC = ADDRF; BREAK;
  }
}
A few comments regarding design may be helpful. We discussed the procedure for specifying the control word format in the case that we had more than one format. Let us say that we have a processor that uses two formats: one for opening gates, and one used for branching. This would be encoded in the OPCODE field. In our register transfer code, we would want to first do a test of the OPCODE before performing any register transfers. Our code might look like:

```c
MICROENGINE {
    IF (OPCODE EQ 3) {
        IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) {
            ...
        }
        IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 2) {
            ...
        }
    }
    IF (OPCODE EQ 1) {
        IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) {
            ...
        }
        IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 2) {
            ...
        }
    }
}
```

In such a case, it is suggested that both program segments test the same number of SUBCYCLES, even if nothing occurs during a SUBCYCLE. We could write an empty SUBCYCLE by:

```
IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) {
}
```

or

```
IF (SUBCYCLE EQ 1) ;
```

Although AMISS won't balk if this is not done, it will cause the debugger interface to be inconsistent. AMISS does require that the last SUBCYCLE be explicitly tested for in each program segment.

RUNNING THE PROGRAM
The AMISS program that parses the user program is called RRUN. If the program that we wrote above exists in a file named EXAMPLE, we can submit it to RRUN by:

$RRUN \text{ EXAMPLE}

If EXAMPLE has no syntax errors, RRUN will parse it, accept it, write a number of files, and perform a "make" on those files resulting in an executable simulator named CPU. This is all automatic. The files other than CPU and \texttt{RRUN} (a copy of EXAMPLE) are moved to a directory named \texttt{RRdir}. It is up to the user to remove them. CPU needs two files to work. The first is the file \texttt{cpu}. This is a file of integers written in decimal corresponding to the simulated control memory. The second file is called \texttt{memory}. This is another file of integers written in hexadecimal. CPU uses one more file, if it is provided. This file is named \texttt{instrfile} and is a system file containing the mnemonic form of a microprogram. To execute CPU one types

$CPU [-options]

CPU with no options will run CPU. In this case, the only output that appears is an indication of how many microinstructions were executed before the processor was halted by a halt statement. The two options are:

$CPU -h and $CPU -d

For each microinstruction, the -h option gives output consisting of the mnemonic form of the microinstruction, a header with the fields of the control format and the value of each field; and a count of the number of the microinstruction that have been executed. The -d option provides a debugger interface to the executing simulator. The manual describing the debugger is in Appendix 4.

If EXAMPLE contained a syntax error, RRUN would report the line number of EXAMPLE in which the error occurred. In this case, EXAMPLE would have to be modified and resubmitted to RRUN.

1. \textbf{THE MICROASSEMBLER}
This section discusses the use of MPL, the part of the AMISS package that assists the designer in writing a microassembler. We will use the processor described above and write a microassembler in a high level register transfer language based on that described by Tannenbaum [6]. We will also write a microprogram to interpret a few instructions based on Tannenbaum's instruction set for a stack oriented machine and submit it to our microassembler.

First, let us discuss a few details concerning how MPL works. MPL provides an interface to a UNIX utility program called YACC [122]. YACC is a very useful program that can be used to write language recognizers and to execute C language statements when elements of the language are recognized. In order to write the language recognizer, YACC requires that the user provide, among other details, the grammar of his language and its actions (the C statements). MPL attempts to assist the designer in providing these, and to save him the trouble of having to provide most of the other details that YACC requires. Because MPL interfaces with YACC, the rules for using MPL reflect those of YACC. YACC requires that the language be described by first declaring keywords called tokens. Next, a list of rules that define the order in which the tokens may be combined into sentences of the language are provided. Finally, actions to be carried out upon recognizing a sentence are specified as C language statements. MPL provides a built in list of tokens and appends to them the names of the microarchitecture elements listed under the PARTS section of the hardware description. The tokens available for developing the language are:

```
IF THEN ELSE EQ
LSHIFT USHIFT
BAND INV RO WR OR AND OR EOR XOR
```

In addition, MPL provides a selection of single character tokens that may be included in the grammar rules. These are:

```
( ) + - = ,
0 1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9
```
Whenever one of these single character tokens are used in a grammar rule, it must be surrounded by quotation marks. For example:

- `IF "(" I: EQ "1" ")"

The input to MPL that must be provided by the designer is a list of the rules that describe the acceptable sentences of the high level register transfer language and a specification of how the fields of a control word are to be set when a sentence is recognized.

First let us detail our macro instruction set. We will work with three instructions among those described by Tannenbaum, STOR, ADD, LDD, and add an additional one, HALT. (FIGURE 3.1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0001xxxxx...xxx</td>
<td>STOR</td>
<td>store direct</td>
<td>mem[x] := ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010xxxxx...xxx</td>
<td>ADD</td>
<td>add direct</td>
<td>ac := ac + mem[x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111xxxxx...xxx</td>
<td>LDD</td>
<td>load constant</td>
<td>ac := x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1111000000000000</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>halt processor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3.1 Instructions adapted from Tannenbaum [123]. The first four bits are the opcode. The three bits in the binary column correspond to \( x \) in the meaning column.

Although this instruction set is small, it will serve for the purpose of example. Also, one of the advantages of MPL is that new instructions can be added easily.

Every useful microprogram must have a facility for branching to different addresses in control memory. MPL requires that the first part of its input be a description of the grammar that the designer wishes to use for branching. This description must be listed after the MPL keyword MMTRST. In our language, we will arrange the following keywords among those available in MPL:
Three other keywords must be used in the branch description, LABELOPERAND, MMADDRESS, and OPCODE. LABELOPERAND can be thought of as a pseudonym for any label in a microprogram. Thus, if a statement in a program were "GOTO FETCH", MPL would accept "FETCH" to mean LABELOPERAND. MMADDRESS is used in actions. It is used by MPL to stand for an address in control memory. You will remember that we used a field named ADDR in our control word format to hold the address of a word in control memory. Thus in our actions, we might set "ADDR = MMADDRESS;". Finally, remember that every control word format must have as its first field one that is two bits wide named OPCODE. It follows from this that every microinstruction must have the OPCODE field set. In order to ensure this, the action section of a grammar rule must start off by setting OPCODE. MPL also requires that the definition for describing the branching grammar follow a particular syntax. The formal definition of this syntax is in Appendix 2. By illustration, the syntax is:

```
DEFINE TEST {
  %
  MMTEST: 
  "... define test instruction grammar RULE 1 ..." { OPCODE = "a number";
                 "some field" = MMADDRESS;
                 "set some other fields"; })
  |
  "... define test instruction grammar RULE 2 ..." { OPCODE = "a number";
                 "some field" = MMADDRESS;
                 "set some other fields"; })
  |
  "... define test instruction grammar RULE 3 ..." { OPCODE = "a number";
                 "some field" = MMADDRESS;
                 "set some other fields"; } 
  }
```

Note in the illustration that individual RULES are separated by the marker "|" and that the entire definition is ended by ":";". (These are YACC syntax requirements.) Think of the entire specification as being a listing of three alternatives to defining a sentence named MMTEST.
we will use \( N \) (a keyword) to correspond to the same part we called NBIT in our processor, and \( Z \) to correspond to ZBIT. The branch portion of our high level microprogramming language will be:

```plaintext
DEFINE TEST {

%%
MMTEST:   IF N GOTO LABELOPERAND
  {OPCODE = 0;
   ADDR = MMADDRESS;
   COND = 1;
  }

I  IF Z GOTO LABELOPERAND
  {OPCODE = 0;
   ADDR = MMADDRESS;
   COND = 2;
  }

I  GOTO LABELOPERAND
  {OPCODE = 0;
   ADDR = MMADDRESS;
   COND = 3;
  }

%%
}
```

Note in the actions part above that the setting of the control field COND corresponds to the way that we decided to test for the next MPC address in our hardware description.

The next step in defining our high level language is to specify all the other statements from which it will be made and to associate actions with each of them. One type of statement that will likely be common to all languages is one in which one element of the architecture, probably a register, is assigned the value of another. Our processor has 8 registers in its register file. Consider the statement \( AC = IR \). Let us describe one set of actions that will accomplish this:

- \( ACNTRL = 6 \) put IR on the ABUS
- \( ALU = 2 \) send ALUPORT1 thru ALU
- \( ENCO = 1 \) enable CBUS
- \( CONTRL = 0 \) load AC from CBUS

All other control fields are set to 0.

In order to recognize all the possible assignment statements possible with 8 registers would require 64 statements of the form:
AC "=" IR

Note that setting AC to the other 7 registers would require rules that differed only in one value in their actions, the encoding of the ACNTRL. To avoid having to do this, MPL will accept a "DEFINE SEMANTICS" statement that takes a short description and turns it into a number of rules. This statement accepts a listing of field names and constants to which the fields are to be set in each rule. Next, it interprets a specification of how to set the single value that differs among all the actions. Thus, to specify setting AC to the value of any of the other 7 registers in our processor we would write:

```plaintext
DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2, ENC = 1, CCNTRL = 0;
  SELECT(AC, ACNTRL, d):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CNE, IR, TIR
}
```

This is rewritten by MPL as 8 rules differing only in the value to which ACNTRL is to be set when the rule is recognized. The "3" in the SELECT part causes 3 statements to be added to the language and sets the ACNTRL to 0 for the first one, to 1 for the second one, to 2 for the third one, and so on. It is essential that the number match the number of parts listed and that the parts are listed in the order that will match the way we wish to evaluate ACNTRL (from ACNTRL = 0 to ACNTRL = 7). The 3 statements are: AC = AC, AC = R1, AC = R2, AC = PC, AC = AMASK, AC = CNE, AC = IR, and AC = TIR. Thus, the following will result from the above DEFINE SEMANTICS statement:

```plaintext
AC "=" AC
  { OPCODE = 0;
    ALUF = 2;
    ENC = 1;
    CCNTRL = 0;
    ACNTRL = 2;
  }

AC "=" R1
  { OPCODE = 0;
    ALUF = 2;
  }
```
Our high level language specification will have a DEFINE SEMANTICS statements corresponding to the 3 registers in the register file.

Now we must explicitly define all of the rest of the statements that are part of the language as well as their associated actions. The words from which sentences of our language may be made include the names of any of the parts that were specified as elements of the microarchitecture and the keywords provided by MPL. The MPL keywords are:

IF THEN N 2 GOTO EQ TEST BIT
LSHIFT RSHIFT BAND INV RD WR
BR AND OR EOR BAR

Because our processor is based on one described by Tannenbaum [6], in the remainder of this example we will develop part of the language that he provides. The following statements will be added to our language:

ALU = TIR, MAR = PC, PC = PC + 1,
IR = MIR, TIR = LSHIFT(IR + IR),
TIF = LSHIFT(TIR), TIF = RSHIFT(TIR),
MAR = IR, MIR = AC, AC = MIR + AC,
RD, WR

Figure 3.2 is a table that indicates how the control fields should be set for each of the instructions.
A few points concerning Figure 2 are noteworthy. The statement "TIR = LSHIFT(IR + IR)" causes an addition of IR to itself which is a left shift of the IR. This addition will set the status bits in our processor. After the addition, another left shift occurs. Last, the IR left-shifted twice is stored in the TIR. All this occurs with one cycle. The statement "TIR = BAND(IR, AMASK)" causes a Boolean AND (true = BAND) of IR and AMASK storing the result in TIR. A statement such as "TIR = TIR" must go through the ALU in our processor. It is useful in setting the status bits. The remainder of the microinstructions should require no explanation.

Now we will list the entire MPL description:

```
DEFINE TEST {

%MTEST: IF N GOTO LABELOFRAND (OPCODE = 3;
  ADDRF = MMADDRESS;
  COND = 1;
  })

  IF Z GOTO LABELOFRAND (OPCODE = 3;
  ADDRF = MMADDRESS;
  COND = 0;

FIGURE 3.2 Setting of control fields for the example processor. All fields without numbers are set by MPL to 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAR</td>
<td>FC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALU</td>
<td>TIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC</td>
<td>PC+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR</td>
<td>MBR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>LSHIFT(TIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>RSHIFT(TIR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>LSHIFT(IR+IR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>BAND(IR, AMASK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBR</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>MBR+AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 0;
SELECT(CAC, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 1;
SELECT(IP1, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 2;
SELECT(IP2, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 3;
SELECT(PC, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 4;
SELECT(AMASK, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 5;
SELECT(CONE, ACNTRL, S):
    AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS (CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
ENC = 1, CONTROL = 6;
SELECT(CIR, ACNTRL, 8: AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)

DEFINE SEMANTICS {
  CONSTANTS: OPCODE = 0, ALUF = 2,
              ENC = 1, CCNTRL = 7;
  SELECT(TIR, ACNTRL, 8: AC, R1, R2, PC, AMASK, CONE, IR, TIR)
}

  ALU "==" TIR  (OPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 7;)

  MAR "==" PC   (OPCODE = 0; BCNTRL = 3; MARCNTL = 1;)

  MAR "==" TIR  (OPCODE = 0; BCNTRL = 7; MARCNTL = 1;)

  PC "==" PC "++" "1" (OPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 3; ECNTRL = 5; ALUF = 0; ENC = 1; CCNTRL = 3;)

  ID "==" MBR   (OPCODE = 3; AMUXCNTL = 1; ALUF = 2; ENC = 1; CCNTRL = 6;)

  MAR "==" IR   (OPCODE = 0; BCNTRL = 6; MARCNTL = 1;)

  MBR "==" AC   (OPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 0; ALUF = 2; MBRCNTL = 1;)

  AC "==" MBR "++" AC (OPCODE = 0; BCNTRL = 0; AMUXCNTL = 1; ALUF = 0; ENC = 1; CCNTRL = 0;)

  TIR "==" LSHIFT("TIR")" (OPCODE = 0; ACNTRL = 7;)

ALUF = 2;
SHCNT RL = 1;
ENC = 1;
CCNT RL = 7;
}

TIR == " RSHIFT"("TIR")
(OPCODE = 0;
ACNT RL = 7;
ALUF = 2;
SHCNT RL = 2;
ENC = 1;
CCNT RL = 7;
}

TIR == " LSHIFT"("IR" - "IR")
(OPCODE = 0;
ACNT RL = 5;
ECNT RL = 6;
ALUF = 0;
SHCNT RL = 1;
ENC = 1;
CCNT RL = 7;
}

TIR == " AND"("IR", "AMASK")
(OPCODE = 0;
ACNT RL = 4;
ECNT RL = 4;
ALUF = 1;
ENC = 1;
CCNT RL = 7;
)

RD (OPCODE = 0;
READ = 1;
)

WR (OPCODE = 0;
WRITE = 1;
)

Now that we have a specification of our language, we can submit it to the MPL program MPLRUN which actually writes the microassembler. MPLRUN requires one other file, the original hardware description. In our example, we named it EXAMPLE. If our grammar rules were in a file named LANGUAGE, to build the microassembler we would type:

`MPLRUN LANGUAGE EXAMPLE`

MPLRUN would parse the LANGUAGE file and, if it was accepted, would write a number of system files. These files are automatically made into an executable microassembler named MICROASM. The files are then moved into a directory named MUDIR and it is up to the
user to remove them. YACCAS itself is a
YACC based parser that accepts a microprogram
written in our language.

Let us now write a microprogram to
interpret our small instructions set. (FIGURE
3.1 is duplicated below.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Mnemonic</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0001xxxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>STCO</td>
<td>store direct</td>
<td>mem[x] := ac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0010xxxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>ADDO</td>
<td>add direct</td>
<td>ac := ac + mem[x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0111xxxxxxxxxxx</td>
<td>LOCO</td>
<td>load constant</td>
<td>ac := x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1111000000000000</td>
<td>HALT</td>
<td>halt processor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 3.1 Instructions adapted from Tannenbaum [12].
The first four bits are the opcode.
xx...xx in the Binary column corresponds to
x in the Meaning column.

Our strategy will be to fetch a macro
instruction, decode the opcode by shifting
and testing the N3IT in our processor, branch
to a routine to perform the register
transfers to execute the instruction, and
then fetch the next macro instruction. We
will halt the processor upon decoding the
HALT instruction. All microprograms must
meet certain syntax requirements:

1. All statements other than comments
   are upper case.

2. A microprogram must begin with the
   word "START:" and end with the word
   "END:", and both must be on lines with
   nothing else.

3. A label must start with a letter and
   end with a ":".

4. A line with a label on it must have
   the label as the first non-blank thing
   on the line.

5. A line with a label on it must also
   have a microinstruction on it.
6. A simple microinstruction must be able to be written on one line and is ended by a ";

7. If more than one statement makes up a single microinstruction, the individual statements are separated by ";

8. Comments are enclosed between "" and comments cannot extend beyond one line.

9. Blank lines and lines having only comments ARE accepted.

Here is a microprogram to interpret the instructions:

START:
FETCH: MAR = PC, RC; /* fetch an instruction &
PC = PC + 1;
IR = MAR, IF N GOTO HALT; & if n then 1111 &
TIR = LSHIFT(IR + IP), IF N GOTO LOOP; & a 0111 &
TIR = TIR, IF N GOTO LOOP; & 0010 &
TIR = BAND(IR,AMASK); & a 0001 is a STORE
& mask out opcode &
MAR = TIR; /* set mar to addr &
MER = AC, wp; /* value in mbr & wp
GOTO FETCH;

ADD: TIR = BAND(IR,AMASK); & a 0010 is 4 ADD
MAR = TIR, RD; /* mask out opcode & rd
AC = MBR + AC, GOTO FETCH;

LOCO: TIR = BAND(IR,AMASK); & mask off opcode &
AC = TIR, GOTO FETCH; /* store in AC &

HALT: GOTO END;
END:

If this program existed in a file named MCCODE, we would submit it to the microassembler by

SMICROASM MCCODE

If no syntax errors were detected, three files would result: asmfile, memory, instrfile. asmfile is the listing file
containing the control memory word that was assembled from each microinstruction, the microinstruction itself, and a symbol table of addresses. The other two files are used by the simulator CPU.
The listing file for our microprocessor is (comments have been deleted here because of space limitations):

START:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00</td>
<td>00000010010001000</td>
<td>FETCH: MAR = PC, RD;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>00000100135300</td>
<td>PC = PC + 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>2100012001600</td>
<td>IR = MAR, IF N GOTO END;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>211000600170730</td>
<td>TIR = LSHIFT(IR + IR), IF N GOTO LOAD;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>411000300170730</td>
<td>TIR = TIR, IF N GOTO ADDR;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we wanted to add to our macroinstruction set, all that would be required would be to submit the modified microprogram to MICROASM. If it were necessary to add statements to the microassembler, we would have to modify the input to MPLRUN (the file we named LANGUAGE) and resubmit it.
APPENDIX 4: CPU DEBUGGER COMMANDS

This section contains a synopsis of the commands available in the debugger option of CPU.

NAME audit, a

SYNTAX audit on audit off

DESCRIPTION

Audit control writing of the transcript of the debugger session to the file R0.audit. Audit can be set on or off at any time.

NAME display, d

SYNTAX display [partname]; display [partname] [partname] ...

display mem [integer]

display mem [integer]-[integer]

display cmem [integer]

display cmem [integer] - [integer]

DESCRIPTION

Display is valid in both states 1 and 2. Display shows the contents of partname as "partname = number" where number is in hexadecimal. As many parts as may be listed on one line are displayed one line at a time. To display a memory address use "mem [integer]", where integer is an address. To display a range of memory addresses, use d [integer] - [integer], where integer - integer is the range of addresses to be displayed. To display a memory address or range of addresses, use cmem [integer], and cmem [integer] - [integer]. If partname does not exist an error is reported. If addresses are out of range an error is reported.
NAME      meet, m

SYNTAX    meet [integer] = [integer]  
           meet [integer] - [integer]

DESCRIPTION

Meet allows the setting of main memory addresses. In the command "meet [integer] = [integer]", the first integer is the address and the second is its new value. Integer is hexadecimal by default. If integer is prefixed by the letter D, it is decimal. In the command "meet [integer] - [integer]", the integers mark the beginning and end of a range of consecutive memory addresses to be set. In this case, a prompt containing the address is presented, after which the new value for that address is to be input. If any address is out of range, an error is reported.

NAME      quit, q

SYNTAX    quit

DESCRIPTION

Quit is valid in both states 1 and 2. In state 1, quit leaves the execution of CPU. In state 2, quit causes the processor simulation to stop and returns the debugger to state 1.

NAME      reset

SYNTAX    reset

DESCRIPTION

Reset is valid in both states 1 and 2. Reset sets all the elements of the processor to their original values, i.e., the values at the start of the simulation. Memory and memory are not reset.
NAME: return

SYNTAX: "hit return key"

DESCRIPTION:
The return key is a valid command in state 2. If the simulation is running in a trace debug state, the return key controls the continuation of the simulation after the "ENTER2:" prompt. In state 1, after a "ENTER1:" prompt, the return key causes a new "ENTER1:" prompt to be issued. Other than this, the return key has no effect in state 1.

NAME: run, r

SYNTAX:
run
run [integer]

DESCRIPTION:
Run is valid only in state 1. Run causes the debugger to initiate a simulation of the processor. Run with no argument runs the processor until the processor is halted by encountering an instruction that causes the processor to halt or until 10000 cycles have been executed. Run integer will run the number of cycles indicated by integer. Integer is decimal. If an instruction that halts the processor is executed before number cycle have been executed, the processor will halt and report this. The output that appears after initiating a run command depends on how the debugger was last set using the trace command.

SEE ALSO: trace.
NAME set, s

SYNTAX
set [part] = integer

set [part] = integer, [part] = integer ...

DESCRIPTION
The set command is valid in both states 1 and 2. A valid part of the architecture is set to some value, number. Number is in hexadecimal notation. If number is not representable in the number of bits that partname contains, number is truncated to fit. If partname is not a part of the architecture, an error is reported. If a list of partnames is given and one or more of the partnames is not a part of the architecture, all of the valid parts listed before the first invalid partname are set. As many parts as may be listed on one line separated by "," are set.

set mpc = a
set mpc = D10
set mpc = a, pc = 010
NAME  trace, t

SYNTAX  trace off  t
         trace on  t o
         trace debug  t o
         trace header  t h

DESCRIPTION

The trace command is valid in both states 1 and 2. Its effects are only seen after a simulation has been initiated after a run command. Trace sets the output of the simulated running of the processor according to:

trace off - no output;

trace on - output consists of a heading containing the control field names and values for the current contents of the microinstruction register; each part of the architecture is listed with its contents in hexadecimal; a report of the current SUBCYCLE and the number of cycles that have been executed since the last processor reset command in PASS is given; output is one screen full followed by the prompt "more"; carriage return continues output, any other key causes processor to halt and return to state 1;

trace debug - output is identical to trace on except user input is required after output is presented; user is prompted for input by "ENTER2:" which requires the input of any valid state 2 command.

trace header - output is identical to trace debug except the contents of the architecture parts are not displayed.

SEE ALSO: run
NAME    vi, v
SYNTAX  vi mem
         vi cmem
         vi hi
DESCRIPTION

vi is valid in both states 1 and 2. vi causes the UNIX visual editor to open the file memory, cmemory, or a copy of the user hardware input file.

BUGS: any changes made to memory or cmemory by vi are affected in the simulation BUT changes made by the executing simulator do NOT affect the files memory or cmemory. changes made to the hardware file have no affect on the original file.

SEE ALSO: UNIX online man vi.
APPENDIX 5. SUGGESTIONS FOR USING AMISS.

Some suggested steps in designing a microarchitecture:

1. Draw a box type diagram containing the name of the parts of the microarchitecture and the bus connections between the parts. Save the diagram for future reference.

2. Use partnames and control field names that are more than one letter long. Use names that are as small as possible while still retaining some mnemonic meaning.

3. Include only as many parts and connections as are useful in the simulation, i.e. if you can reasonably describe the fact that the output of part A goes to part B by "B = A" don't put a bus between them named AEBUS that requires "AEBUS = A; B = AEBUS; " On the other hand, don't throw out everything.

4. Vertically encoded control formats are easier and cleaner to describe than horizontal ones. Even if a control format is completely horizontal, it is probable that control points can be arranged in groups and described using a field with one name instead of many one bit fields.

5. Make use of the CFUNCTIONS variables option.

6. Use temporary variables, especially when testing for determining if a microprogram branch should be taken.

7. Keep a listing of the HDL hardware description handy when debugging. To look at the C version of this, see the file "RRhardware.c". To look at it while in the debugger, use the command "vi hw". (But remember, editing this file will NOT affect the current simulation. If an error is found in the hardware file, you must quit the simulation, fix the error, and resubmit the HDL program to RUN with or without the RRUN -h option.)

8. Don't forget to ensure that the MPC is affected somehow at the end of every complete cycle. Otherwise the simulator will keep using the same control word ad infinitum.
9. Divide the register transfers into subcycles by

```
IF (SUBCYCLE EQ number) {
    ****
}
```

Otherwise the debugger interface won't work.

Suggestions for using NPL:

1. Be very careful when describing how the fields of a control word should be set (i.e. the actions).

2. Use the "DEFINE SEMANTICS" statement for every part in the register file. This will add the statements that any part in the register file can be set to any other part to the micro-language.

3. Don't forget to set OPCODE as the first thing done in the actions.

4. Remember that any single character in a grammar rule including digits are surrounded by quotation marks.

Suggestions for writing a microprogram:

1. The microprogram must start with keyword START and end with keyword END.

2. Ensure that the last thing that is done after a series of microinstructions have decoded and executed a macroinstruction is to return control to the fetch portion of the microprogram.

3. Include some kind of HALT instruction in the macro instruction set and when it is decoded by the microprogram, cause the processor to halt using a "GOTO END" statement.
This section contains a guide to using AMISS.

1. To submit an HDL program to PRUN:

   `%PRUN <filename>`

2. To resubmit an HDL program to RRUN that differs from the last submitted one only in the register transfer section (i.e., NOT the specifications section):

   `%RRUN -h <filename>`

3. If the files CMEMORY, MEMORY, and optionally INTRFILE are in the same directory, to run the simulation:

   `%CPU` gives notice when processor halts
   `%CPU -h` gives header output for each microinstruction
   `%CPU -d` enters the simulation debugger

4. To submit a language description to the microprogramming generator MPL:

   `%MPLRUN <file1> <file2>`

   where file1 is the language description and file2 is an HDL hardware program that has already passed a syntax check by RRUN.

5. To submit a microprogram to MICROASM, the microassembler generated by MPLRUN:

   `%MICROASM <file1>`

   where file1 is a microprogram. The listing output is in the file named "asmlist", the control memory is in the file named "cmemory".
AMISSION ERROR REPORTS

Errors reported by AMISS are designed to be self explanatory. Error reports for the Hardware Section and the Microprogramming Language Section are discussed here.

1) The Hardware Section.

If a syntax error is found in an HDL program submitted to RRUN, the line number on which the error occurred and the character or name that caused the parser to stop is reported. Parsing stops after the first syntax error.

The debugger error statements are:

1. "BAD COMMAND" indicates that the command is not available.

2. "PART <name> does not exist" indicates that the part named in a set or display command is not a part of the microarchitecture.

3. "MEMORY <integer> (0<integer>)
   OUT OF RANGE
   MAXIMUM ADDRESS = <integer>"

indicates that in a display or set command, an attempt was made to access either a memory or control memory address greater than the maximum specified in the HDL memory specification.

4. "INVALID OPTION" indicates that in a trace or audit command, an invalid option was specified.

5. "NOT VALID HERE" indicates that while in a simulation after an ENTER2: prompt, an attempt was made to enter a run command.

2) The Microassembler Section.

If a syntax error is found in the LANGUAGE description file input to MPLRUN, the line number and the character or name that caused the parser to stop are reported. Parsing stops after the first error.
The YACC program that is produced by `MPLUN` is named `microasm.y`. This program is submitted to YACC, and YACC presents a listing of the attempt to compile it. The normal course for this listing is:

```
yacc microasm.y
conflicts: <integer> shift/reduce
cc -c y.tab.c
rm y.tab.c
mv y.tab.c microasm.o
```

Abnormalities may occur if the file `microasm.y` does not meet YACC's expectations. As far as AMISS is concerned, the most likely abnormalities are:

1) An abnormal course listing may be of the form:

```
fatal error
  non terminal <name> not defined
line number <number>
******** ERROR code 1
```

This will occur if in the language description file submitted to MPLUN, a partname that does not exist (i.e., was not named in the `PARTS` section of the microarchitecture) is used to define a grammar rule. For example, no part named ACC is listed in the HDL program but a grammar rule:

```
| ACC "=" RC {OPCODE = 0;
  ACTRL = 1;
}
```

is listed.

It will also occur if a word that is not a valid MPL keyword is used. For example, a mistype of "BITs" instead of BIT in:

```
| IF BITs "(" one "," two ")"
```

2) If a control field is mistyped in the actions, for example, `OPSCODE` instead of `OPCODE`, a listing of the form:

```
```
cc -c y.tab.c "microasm.y", line <integer>: opcode undefined

will result.

3) If one rule is defined more than once, the following will be reported:

rule never reduced
conflicts:
<integer> shift/reduce
<integer> reduce/reduce

It is probable that if the rules are identical, the microassembler will still work. It is best to remove the ambiguous rule.
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